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Airport Runway
To Be Repaved
A tentative date of April 1 has
been set for a paving project
which will put a three-inch asphalt
overlay on the 5,000-foot runway of
the Murray-Calloway County Airport, airport board chairman
Hugh Oakley said Tuesday.
The overlay also will cover the
turn-around areas at each end of
the runway,the taxi-way to the Thangars and aircraft parking
ramp, Oakley told board
members at the quarterly
meeting of the board.
The chairman said the overlay
would give added strength to the
runway and smooth out rough
areas.
The project also will enable the
airport to accommodate larger
aircraft, in the business jet class,
with more safety, Oakley said.
Estimated cost of the project is
$317,000. It will be funded with 90
percedt federal funds, five percent state and five percent local

funds,Oakley said.
A construction project which
enlarged the airport terminal
building has been completed,
Oakley reported.
The construction enlarged the
terminal's waiting room and included additional offices and a
concession area,he added.
The project cost $17,445, of
which half was funded with state
money,Oakley said.
The board approved a minority
business enterprises proposal, an
affirmative action plan which
would involve minority businesses
in work projects at the airport.
Board secretary-treasurer
Hamp Erwin was desipated
liaison officer for the plan.
In other business, Erwin
reported the two 10-unit T-hangars
are filled and two are on a waiting
list.
The board also welcomed new
member0.E. Wilburn.

Planning Commission
Names New Officers
The Murray Planning Commission elected officers for 1982 and
appointed members to an energy
advisory commission at its
regular meeting Tuesday.
Greg McKeel was re-elected
chairman of the panel while Jack
Gardner was renamed vicechairman and Judy Mestere was
again selected as secretary.
Named to the energy commission were Gardner, Mestere,
Ruby Hale, H. T. Waldrop,
Charles Adams and Jerry Key.
The six members of the planning commission will serve on the
energy panel jointly with six
citizens named by Calloway County Fiscal Court. Those members
are Gil Hopson, Holmes Ellis, Z.
C. Enix, Rick Lamkin, Joe Tom
Erwin and Keith Hayes.
City planner Steve Zea said the
energy commission's purpose is to
study the usage and supply of
energy in the local area.
The study is funded by a $16,000
grant from the state Department

of Energy through the federal
Department of Energy. The local
commission is expected to make
recommendations to the state based on energy consumption,
availability and storage in the
community.
The energy commission
meetings will be held in conjunction with the regular monthly
planning commission meetings.
Zea also advised planning commissioneralo look at the zoning in
aiterea bounded by 16th, 18th,College Farm and Olive streets prior
to the next meeting.
The city planner did not indicate
a recommendation on rezoning in
the area but said university
ownership of several parcels
points to the need for consideration.
Zea said he has asked MSU vice
president for administrative services Jim Hall for a list of all
university-owned property so
those tracts could be plotted on the
city's zoning map.

A drive through the Murray-Calloway County Park
reveals Christmas scenes that can be enjoyed by the
entire family. The displays can be viewed through
Christmas each night until 10 p.m.
Shown are just a few of the delightful scenes included in this year's Christmas in the park. The displays
are sponsored by local individuals, civic groups and
busineses.

StrIkesi Lockouts Continue To Paralyze Polish Industry
By The Associated Press
Strikes and government
lockouts to prevent sit-ins paralyzed much of Poland's heavy industry today as government
troops evicted protesting workers
and arrested strike leaders.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
reported Western diplomats in
Warsaw believed Soviet transport
planes landed there during the
night, but there was no confirmation from other sources. West Germany's Lufthansa Airways said
Polish air space was closed to
foreign airliners during the night
but reopened by 1:15 a.m., indicating the number of Soviet
flights, if there were any, was
limited.
The BBC also said its Western

diplomatic sources reported
heavy military movements
around Warsaw and other Polish
cities. It said other reliable
sources reported intense anxiety
in the capital as the new martiallaw regime used troops to break
the sit-in strikes with which the independent labor movement
responded to the Communist Party's crackdown last weekend.
Travelers arriving in Warsaw
Tuesday ,reported Polish army
tanks, armored personnel carriers and howitzers were deployed
in force around the countryside,
and tent camps could be seen.
Although the regime could drive
the striliers from the plants they
had taken over, they apparently
could not get the mills and factories back into operation.

Troops and riot police drove sitin strikers from the Warsaw steel
mill and tractor factory Monday
night, then guarded the gates to
prevent the workers from returning to resume their protest.
Reports from Gdansk said the
army also ended the sit-in at the
giant Lenin Shipyards in the
Baltic coast industrial center, but
the yards were closed an4
"many" other plants in Gdansk
were on strike.
Warsaw Radio reported most
chemical plants and light
manufacturing factories were
back in production Tuesday. But it
said nothing about heavy industries or the vital coal mines,indicating that many of them were
either occupied by strikers or shut

down to prevent sit-ins.
The occupying troops were
reported rounding up strike
leaders, and sources in Warsaw
estimated at least 6,000 members
of the Solidarity labor federation
had been arrested since martial
law .was proclaimed early Sunday
and the union was suspended.
Solidarity chief Lech Walesa
was reported being held outside
'Warsaw, and union activists who
escaped the police roundup said
he was visited by Roman Catholic
Archbishop Bronislaw Dabrowski.
The Union sources said Walesa
sent word by the archbishop that
the workers should abstain from
violence and should strike only
when such action would be effective. He also told the prelate,
"Don't allow the moral spirit of

Congress Giving Itself New Tax Deduction
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress traditionally closes out its
work each year by passing a
"Christmas tree" tax bill and this
year one of the biggest gifts goes
to the lawmakers themselves.
The Senate, pressing toward ad-

journment, is ready to consider a
bill granting a major new tax
deduction to members of Congress
who maintain a second home in
the Washington area. The House
approved the legislation Tuesday
by.voice vote.
The deduction is included in a
package of miscellaneous tax pro-

—Increased annuities for survivors of Tax Court judges.
—Expansion of credits for oilshale production.
—Tighter rules for payment of
unemployment compensation to
former servicemen. —A special break for firms required by the Federal Communications Commission to
dispose of television stations.
Unquestionably, the least controversial section — at least from
the tournament.
the viewpoint of most senators
Walker and Kwopmann explain- and representatives — is the proed funds are also needed for travel vision allowing members of Conand lodging expenses.. Members gress to deduct part of the costs of
will stay in a dormitory at Univer- renting or buying a home in the
sity of New Orleans. Cost for lodg- Washington area..
ing will be about $Z0 a person,they
The provision was not even
said.
beatieht up for - discussion --by
Players expected to attend the either the House and Senate comtournament include: Walker, mittees when it was written or in
Kwopmann,Greg Wigginton, Dale the brief debate before the full
Wise:John Wedell, Peter Norton, House.
Jim McAffe,
Sliney, Letinaed
Although Congress is reluctant
Foss and Darrell Graves.
to take a vote on raising the
Community members are asked $60,662.50 annual salary for
to call the WV intramural office members, the housing (friluction
Ifilialte a dfmalion at 762-6791.

visions that, true to the
"Christmas tree" tradition, are
relatively minor and affect few
taxpayers.
Among the provisions in one or
both the Senate and House bills:
—Special relief for the Federal
National Mortgage Association, a
prime source of mortgage money.

Flag Football Team Seeking Support
Murray State University's
championship intramural flag
football team will spend a-portion
of Christmas vacation in New
Orleans.
Ten team members will travel
to University of New Orleans to
play in the Witt annual. National?
Flag Football tournament,Play is
scheduled from 1k.e. 23-31; team
spokesman Ronnie Walker said.
The team ,won the university titie earlier this year and will be the
first representatives to the
tourney from MSU, according to
Walker. Kentucky will be
rept., sciitcd by seven university

teams, team member Mark
Kwopmann said.
The tournament will feature 49
teams. The final.two will play an
exhibition game in the Super
Dome just before the Sugar Bowl
ganiavnetabers explained. •
'Team members need_ about
$1,000 to attend the tournament.
While nearly $600 in funds has
already been raised attempts are
being made to get community
sponsors to help with finances,
Kwopmann said. University oft
I Annsville baketball coach Denny
Crum made a $200 donation that
covered the team's entry fee for

the nation to -be crushed," the.
union sources said.
The sources said the government wanted to arrange a meeting
of Walesa and Premier Wojciech
Jaruzelski with Archbishop Josef
Glemp, Poland's Roman Catholic
primate. But they said Glemp insisted the meeting be held at his
palace and that advisers be present, and the government rejected
his conditions.
Union activists still at large in
Warsaw were reported attempting to reorganize and mobilize
the resistance to military rule.
They issued a clandestine leaflet
which said the Solidarity National
Commission was "the only legal
power in the country" and called a
second time for a general strike.
"The group which staged the
coup began a war with society,"
said the manifesto. "We call on

everybody to boycott all government proclamations as long as it
can be done without danger."
The government admitted
serious food problems. Warsaw
Television said bread rationing
would begin today, with a limit of
one loaf per customer. Warsaw
Radio said the food situation was
"often very bad" in some parts of
the country.
The government radio also said
proceedings were under way
against about 18 former Communist Party officials, including
former party chief Edward
Gierek. It said they faced prison
terms of three years but did not
elaborate.
The radio also said the governors of Katowice, Elblag,
Koszalin and Radom provinces
were replaced by military officers.

winter storm watch tonight
Winter storm watch tonight
and Thursday. Today cloudy
with a chance ,of light snow
developing this afternoon. High
in the lower to mid 30s. Tonight
cold with snow possibly becoming heavy at times. Low in mid
or upper 20s. Thursday breezy
and cold with snow gradually
diminishing. Possible heavy
snow at times during the morn-

ing. ,Accumulations of two to
four inches likely. High near 32.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Friday through Sunday: Fair
and cold Friday and Saturday
and a chance of rain or snow on
Sunday. Highs will only be in
the 20s on Friday and mostly in
the 30s Saturday and Sunday.
Lows will be in the teens Friday
and Saturday and in the 20s on
Sunday.
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Winter Storm Watch
Issued For Kentucky
• LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A winter storm watch was issued for
tonight and Thursday in Kentucky.
The National Weather Service said the storm had the potential to
produce heavy snow in most areas and early predictions were in the 2
to 4 inch range.
The weathermaker was a major storm system developing over
Eastern Colorado and expected to move east-southeast into Western
Tennessee by Thursday morning.
The weatherman said the amount of snow would depend on the
storm track and the degree to which a low pressure system deepens.
The forecast called for the snow to diminish by Thursday evening
with cold weather the rest of this week and the next chance of rain or
snow on Sunday.
Snow fell Tuesday and Tuesday night in Southeast Kentucky. The
weather office at Jackson said overnight temperatures fell below
freezing and there was a thin layer of ice on many roads early today.
State Police said roads were slippery in spots to slippery,especially
on bridges, overpasses and secondary roads, in much of the east.
Numerous accidents were reported on the Mountain Parkway and Interstate 64 in the Morehead district. Roads were described as normal
in other areas of Kentucky.
Some schools closed today in Eastern Kentucky because of road
conditions.

House To Consider Preservation
Of Minimum Social Security Benefit
WASHINGTON AAP) — An
administration-supported move to
preserve the minimum Social
Security benefit was due for
House consideration today,following Tuesday's approval by the
Senate.
The Senate, reversing its action
of four months ago, unanimously
endorsed the proposal to continue
paying the minimum $122-permonth benefit to the three million
people who now receive it.
Congress had voted to eliminate
the minimum benefit, as of March
1, in budget legislation passed in
August. But President Reagan,
who had proposed its elimination,
reversed himself after a public
outcry.
Meanwhile, both the House and
Senate overwhelmingly approved

on Tuesday a $199.7 billion, appropriations bill for fiscal 1982 for
the Defense Department. Congress also approved another $7.06
billion for military construction
projects.
While the main appropriation
measure increases Pentagon
spending more than $28 billion
above the amount budgeted for
the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30,
it is less than the amounts requested by Reagan.
In other business Tuesday:
—The Senate approved a twoyear, $11.4 billion foreign aid
authorization bill.
—The House passed on a voice
vote and sent to the Senate legislation to double the federal coal tax.
The tax revenue would be used to
make up the deficit in the fund

providing black,lung benefits to
mhitits.
—The House passed a one-year
authorization setting a limit of $8
billion on the government's roadbuilding obligations for the current fiscal year, with increased
emphasis on on repair and
reconstruction.
—The Senate urged the administration to embargo trade
with the Soviet Union totally if it
takes military action against
Poland.
—Both houses approved a compromise $22.6 billion bill for
agricultural and nutrition programs through next September
that is nearly $300 million more
than the president said he wanted
to spend.
—The House voted a major new

tax break for members of Congress which could be worth
thousands of dollars a year for
most of them. If the Senate goes
along, a mertiber of Congress will
be allowed to deduct as a business
expense part of the cost of maintaining a home in the Washington
area.
—Undersecretary of Defense
Fred C. Ikle told the Senate
Western Hemisphere subcommittee that the United States is
preparing contingency military
plans for use against Cuba should
that country take severe military
action. He also said the United
States has agreed to provide training to approximately 1,500
military personnel from El
Salvador, at the request of that
Central American nation.

Automakers Begin December AISlowest Pace In 22 Years
falloff of 14.6 pershowed Ford Motor Co. slipping Corp. reported a
of America put
Volkswagen
cent,
the most in the first 10 days of
percent and
16.1
at
slide
its
December, with sales off 37.7 perMotors Corp., the
American
same
the
with
compared
cent
smallest of group, was off an
period a year ago.
estimated 27.5 percent.
its
said
General Motors Corp.
Interest rates as well as high
sales fell 26.4 percent. Chrysler
prices have been cited as causes
of the auto slump and a blow on
the credit front was registered
Tuesday when another big bank
••••(Continued From Pagel)
raised its prime lending rate.
The Central National Bank of
said it would raise its
businessman
being
Cleveland
a
equivalent
to
is the second tax break headed for
away from home on business. prime to 15.75 percent from 15.5
passage.
percent. Crocker National Bank in
The first one put lawmakers on Most members maintain a home
Francisco made the same
in
district
as
well
as
San
in
their
businessmen
as
same
footing
'the
move Monday.
by eliminating — retroactive to Washington.
Proponents of the deduction
In other economic news:
last Jan. 1 — a $3,000 limit on
— Standard & Poor's Corp.
members' deductions for argue congressmen must maintheir
a survey today claiming
residences
because
released
tain
two
Washington expenses.
American industry's labor costs
The new deduction, dealing jobs require them to keep ties in
strictly, with housing, assumes their home districts while also for 1980 were the lowest in 26
years, with 19 cents of every sales
that when a member of Congress spending a lot of time in
dollar going toward labor. The
is in the Washington area, that is Washington.
By The Associated Press
U.S. automakers began
December at the slowest pace in
22 years, with sales plunging 27.5
percent compared with last year.
The reports Tuesday by the five
major domestic automakers

Congress

Brown To Discuss Reorganization
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. was expected to appear today before the
legislative Program Review and
Investigation Committee to
discuss a governor's reorganization powers.
That topic looms as one of the
major issues in the 1982 session.
The committee recently drew
up a lengthy report on reorganization powers, which carefully indicated that perhaps the question
ought to be clarified.
Almost a decade ago, the
General Assembly gave a governor authority to change state
agencies in many ways for efficiency and economy.

report said, however, that sub- that all interest-rate caps should
tracting the costs of the profitable be removed by the mid-1980s.
oil industry raises the amount to
— Commerce Secretary
29 cents on the dollar. Inflation, Malcolm Baldrige said the world's
recession and automation also steel trade could fall into chaos
were cited for the lower figures.
unless European companies
— The Treasury Department quickly improve compliance with
said Tuesday it will give in to voluntary rules against unfair expleas from Congress and the ports and imports.
thrift-savings industry and ask
— A report by the House
postponement of ending the cap on Government Operations Commitinterest-rate limits Americans get tee said the failure of federal
on savings accounts. The ceiling regulators to share information or
would have been removed early react quickly allowed major
next year. The move was a rever- speculators to build huge silver
sal'of President Reagan's position holdings, driving market prices

Administration Planning Proposals
For Bailing Out Unemployment Fund
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
state administration expects to
have specific proposals for the
1982 legislature to bail out the
Kentucky unemployment insurance program.
That was the word from Human
Resources Secretary Grady Stum-

But controversy arose shortly troversy now is in the courts.
after Brown look office when he
The governor also has changed
issued certain executive orders the structure of some state boards
that some legislators contended and commissions.
were in effect legislation rather
At a prelegislative conference
than orders.
weeks ago, some lawmakers Ises-kdicated they would introduce a bill St
One of the issues was Brown's to limit Brown's power to
decision to recreate the state reorganize.
One version has been outlined
Pub,lic Service Commision after
A Murray State University stuthe 1980 legislature refused to go by Rep. David Thomason, Ddent
is currently lodged in
Henderson, who is the new assisalong with such a bill.
Calloway
County Jail after having
The legislature had enacted a tant House speaker.
been charged with 12 counts of
It would subject a governor's
law years ago giving regulation of
theft by deception over $100.
utilities to two commissions in- reorganization orders between
Valerie Sue Prickett, 21, St.
sessions
to
scrutiny
and possible
stead of the PSC.
Petersburg,
Fla., allegedly
Brown also has tried to take veto by interim committees —
withdrew
money
for her personal
back certain functions from the depending on the committee
use from the savings and checking
state Agriculture Department, a which handles the particular subaccounts of Alpha Phi sorority of
constitutional office, and that con- ject.
which she was treasurer, according to affadavits filed with the
district court clerk's office.
Bond was been set at $10,000 by
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter.

udent Charged
In Theft Of Funds

ho Tuesday in a presentation to a
legislative committee.
Jobless benefits are paid from a
trust fund, which has been in
substantial deficit for almost a
year.
The fund went broke at the end
of 1980 because of continuing high
unemployment and inflation and
the state obtained $52 million in
federal loans this year.
A special task force was appointed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
to examine the situation and make
recommendations.
It turned out that those recommendations dovetailed with Shunbo's views on several points.
The interim joint Committee on
Labor and Industry was told by
the human resources secretary
that his agency agrees "incentives should be provided for good
employment practices."
That might mean a lower tax
rate for employers — who pay the
premiums for jobless insurance —
with the best record in benefit
charges and a higher rate for
employers with a worse record.
Stumbo said another proposal is

Approval Of Farm Bill
Rests With House GOP

The perfect gift idea. A Cable TV
Gift Certificate will be a reminder of
your thoughtfulness everyday. Because
everyday there's something exciting to see
on Cable TV First-run, uncut, commercialfree movies. Star-studded specials. Concerts.
And exclusive sports coverage. When you give
the gift of Cable TV, you say "Merry Christmas"
in a very special way. Call today for details about
the gift that keeps on-giving.

_ristmasMurray Cablevision
"It's Tsiovisiso Worth Witches,"

753-SOOS

sky-high in 1979 and early 1980.
Soaring prices eventually led to
the collapse of the silver futures
market and sparked the congressional inquiry.
— The House approved a bill to
allow the Federal National Mortgage Association to recapture $14
million from the Treasury through
a tax break. Fannie Mae, as it is
called, was created by the government 25 years ago as an indirect
source of home loans. It is expected to lose $400 million or more
this year. The Senate is expected
to go along with the House bill.

to reward emSloyers 'iiith rates of
positive balance, meaning those
whose tax contributions exceed
their benefit charges.
For employers,4Ebse charges
are more than contributions to the
fund, Stuinbo and the task force
called for penalties even if lower
rate schedules take effect.
The task force report said that
"ideally" the goal should be to
restore solvency to the insurance
fund within seven years.
"Solvency implies sufficient
contributions to satisfy benefit
payments,"the task force said.
"Adequacy implies a sufficient
fund balance which would enable
it to weather a protacted, severe
economic downturn while maintaining its solvency."

Two Injured
In Accidents
Two persons were injured in
separate traffic accidents in
Calloway County Tuesday according to Kentucky State Police.
Walter P. Hutchens, 48, Fox
Meadows trailer court received
slight head injuries in an accident
on Ky. 94 East at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday,KSP reported.
According to Trooper J. C.
Barnett, Hutchens' vehicle was
stopped behind a school bus when
it was struck by a tractor-trailer
rig driven by Jeffrey C. Griffen,
19, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
The second accident reported
occurred at 11:30 p.m. Tuesday. A
car driven by Kenneth W. Canup,
Rt. 3, Benton, went out of control
and struck a utility pole about four
miles south of Murray on U.S.641.
Richie L. Morris, 21, Fox
Meadows, a passenger in the
Canup vehicle, was treated at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for injuries,KSP officials said.

person who will vote for the
thing."
Opponents hope so-called consumer groups will pressure urban
congressmen from both parties into rejecting the compromise.
The bill has drawn fire from
pro-farm House" members critical
of what they say are inadequate
price support levels and from consumer interests angered over
resumption of sugar price sum
ports, which they say will cost
consumers and taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars a year.
That unusual coalition has been
confident it can defeat the bill, but
Rep. James Jeffords, R-Vt.,
acknowledged that there has been
heavy administration lobbying.
Rep. Peter Peyser, D-N.Y.,
Murray Electric System Plant
another opposition leader, said Board will meet at 4:30 this afterthere were 220 votes against the noon.
bill late last week but admitted the
Items on the agenda include an
situation is "very fluid."
address by Dr. David Roos,
The bill, easily approved by the representing the Murray
Republican-controlled Senate last Ministerial Association and openweek, was forced on congressional ing the bids for the puchase of a
negotiatoKs under the threat that new pickup truck.
Reagan*ould veto anything more
The monthly report and discuscostly. They had worked for more sion from board members is also
than a month to resolve dif- scheduled.
ferences between a $16.6 billion
Juvenile Charged
House-passed farm bill and a $10.6
billion Senate version that had
The Murray Ledger & TIMM
been endorsed by Reagan.
With Cycle Theft
4
(USPSI11-711/1
In addition to the major comThe Murriy Ledger & Times is publish..
A Calloway County juvenile is. modity price support programs, it
ed every afternoon except Sundays, July
currently lodged in Calloway includes a one-year extension of
I, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
con-County Juvenile Detention Center the food stamp program, soil'
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc.,101 N.4,11appy.Ky.
after having kieen charged with servation incentives and continua- _ 411171
- econ1lam Pottage Paid Maur,
burglary in the second degree and tion of agricultural research and - ray,Ky 4707l.
SUBSCRIPTION RATOS. :
In 874
theft by unlawful taking over $100 the Food for Peace program.
served by carriers. $3.50 per
Without a new program, a 1949
according to the office of the
payable in advance. By mail hi CsIlou.y
farm law would take effect Jan. 1.
Calloway County Sheriff.
County and to Renton. Hardin,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and
The sheriff's office reports that Agriculture Department analysts
Buchanan and Puryear. Ta., SKIS per
the juvenile allegedly broke in a say it would cost at least $20
year Hy mail to other deoUltetIons535.55
per year
motorcycle shop and took a billion over four i)'ears, nearly
To reach all departments tit Ms
Yamaha 250cc which was twice the compromise's price t
pegspager ptwne 733-1010.
recovered last night by sheriff and possibly cause severe farm
disruptions.
departnient officials.
By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
approval of a compromise fouryear farm bill, under attack from
both farm and consumer interests, rests with the
Republicans, a Democratic leader
says.
"Unless a significant number of
Republican votes are obtained,
the farm bill doesn't stand a
chance," says Rep. Thomas
Foley, D-Wash., the Democratic
whip charged with lining up floor
support for legislation.
Foley, who has been highly
critical of the $11 billion commodity price support package backed
by the administration, gave its
supporters a boost Tuesday when
he announced his decision to vote
for the package. A former
Agriculture Committee chairman,
he has remained influential on
farm issues.
But going into today's crucial
vote on the proposal, House
Republican leader Robert Michel
of Illinois said, "We've got our
Work cut out. You can't find a city

Electric Board
Slates Meeting
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•
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Defense plans
to be reconciled
WASHINGTON (AP) — With major votes on
domestic spending cuts behind them, the Senate
. and House still must resolve differences over
money for President Reagan's proposed arMs
buildup before adjourning.
Differing versions of a defense appropriations bill
— 096.8 billion from the House and $200-7 billion
from the Senate — remain to be reconciled as the
first session of the 97th Congress nears an end.
A House-Senate conference committee was tentatively scheduled to meet today, setting the stage
for Senate action in time for Congress'self-imposed
adjournment deadline Friday.
Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker Jr., RTenn., said the Senate might be able to finish its
work by midweek.Some House members expressed
similar sentiments.
Baker said the defense spending bill was "the only big item we have yet to dispose of."
The biggest obstacle to adjournment was cleared
last week as Congress approved a stopgap spending
bill giving Reagan his minimum demand of $4
billion of the $8.4 billion in domestic reductions he
asked for in September. This was on top of $35
billion in reductions Congress approved last summer.
Baker said other items remaining to be dealt with
included Social Security,a $7.1-billion military construction bill and a measure to protect the identities
of undercover intelligence agents.
In the House, the major remaining issue was an
$11 billion farm bill. Both sides are lobbying for the
support of more than 180 members who remain
undecided.
The. Reagan administration is tacking a compromise 4-year commodity price support package
which passed the Senate last week after being
grudgingly apprbved by House negotiators.
But the plan under attack in the House by an
unusual coalition of pro-farm interests complaining
about low support levels and consumer interests
• angry over what they say will be a costly sugar support program.
Without congressional action this week on a farm
program, the government will be forced to imple'ment a 1949 law that Agriculture Secretary John
Block says will be expensive and disrupt American
' agriculture.

Headline

Social security changes effective Jan. 1
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a- question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: What with all the
budget cuts effecting our Social
Security program and the different
stories we hear about it from the
news sources, we are thoroughly confused. I know that some of the
changes go into effect January 1,
1982. Could you please give us a run-

down on these changes? L. R.
ANSWER: Both Social Security
tax rates and the maximum of earnings taxed will rise Jan. 1 under provisions of the 1977 Social Security
Amendments. The maximum Social
Security tax on wages will rise by
$195.75 to 62,170.80 as a result of increases in the Social Security tax
rate from 6.65 percent to 6.70 percent
and in the maximum taxable earnings base from $29,700 to $32,400.
Employers'contributions will rise by
the same amount.
An average worker earning $13,729
in 1981 and paying $912.98 in Social
Security taxes will pay $1,008.02 in
1982 based on an estimated salary of
$15,045. Low-income workers earning

$6,968 in 1981 and paying 6463.37 in
Social Security taxes will pay $511.61
in 1982 based on an estimated income
of $7,636. Employers' contributions
will rise by the same amount.
Other changes becoming effective
January 1st are:
**The maximum amount of earnings
that a beneficiary (someone drawing
their Social Security benefits) under
age 65 may earn in a year Without losing any Social Security benefits will
increase from $4,080 in 1981 to $4,440
in 1982.
"The exempt amount for
beneficiaries aged 65 to 72 will increase from $5,500 in 1981 to $6,000 in
1982. The increase for beneficiaries
aged 65 to 72 does not result from the

Looking bock
Ten years ago
Dr. Ray Mofield,chairman of Communications Department, Murray
State University, had been chosen as
panelist for a program during 1972
annual Meeting of Southern Speech
Communications Association, San
Antonio, Texas.
Betty Wagar's Special Education
Class, Murray- Middle School,
presented a play, "The Christmas
Story," at a meeting of Council for
Exceptional Children at Murray
State University.
Twenty years ago
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis announced committee appointments for
administration of the city for 1962.
Councilmen were Haron West, Jack
Belote, Roy Starks, Frank Ryan, Joe
Dick, Charles M. Baker, Prentice
Lassiter, Frank Lancaster, Richard
Tuck, Leonard Vaughn, James Rudy
Allbritten and Preston Ordway.
Jerrold Scales, William Furches,
William Sims, Robert Holland,
Guthrie Churchill, Ila Douglas, Tom
Bell, Aubrey Mart-, Don Robinson
and Norman Klapp were officers of
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons.

,Prime minister
takes fast action
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — Prime Minister
Menachem Begin may have annexed Syria's Golan
' Heights at this time because the United States and
the Soviet Union are preoccupied with the Polish
crisis,some analysts say.
The Golan Heights issue was on the back burner in
the Knesset, Israel's parliament until Prime
Minister Menachem Begin,fresh out of the hospital
with a broken hip joint, rushed the annexation bill
through Monday in less than nine hours. Its hasty
adoption, which he directed from a wheelchair,
astonished the nation and angered its peace partners,Egypt and the United States.
It also enraged Soviet-backed Syria, Israel's harshest enemy In the Middle East.—
Israel Radio quoted government officials as having two central concerns-.
—That the U.N. Security Council will approve
Syria's request for economic and political sanctions
against Israel in the U.N. Security Council and the
United States will not block it with a veto.
—That Syria, which called the annexation "a
declaration of war," will take military reprisals,
perhaps by restricting the U.N. peacekeeping
forces on the heights who patrol the cease-fire signed by Syria and Israel in 1974.
An Israel Television commentator said Begin
may have chosen this particular moment to annex
the territory because the Soviet Union is preoccupied with the Polish crisis and would be hardpressed to give any substantial military support to
Syria.
A knowledgeable Israeli source said Begin also
took into consideration that the West also is occupied with Poland so the Reagan administration
has less time and resources to devote to censuring
or pressuring Israel.
David Kimche, director-general of the Foreign
Ministry, denied that interpretation. He said the
government acted after "a lengthy period of increasing frustration at seeing the growing extremism of Syria," culminating in Syrian President
Hafez Assad's boycott of the Arab summit in
Morocco last month.
Some commentators said Begin timed the annexation to precede Israel's promised withdrawal from
the Egyptian Sinai peninsula next April in accordance with the Camp David peace treaty.
They explained that he gains two advantages: he
mollifies Israeli nationalists who have threatened
to block the Sinai withdrawal physically, and he
minimizes the risk of Egyptian reprisals because
the Egyptian government wouldn't want to jeopardize the return of the last of its territory.
the
-
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automatic provisions, but was provided for by the 1977 Amendments
Beneficiaries who are aged 72 or over
(aged 70 or over beginning in 19831
may earn any amount without losing
benefits, beginning with the month in
which they turn 72(70 in 1983).
**The amount of earnings required to
earn a quarter of coverage under
Social Security will increase to $340,
up from $310 this year.
For self-employed persons, the
1982 tax rate will rise from 9.30 percent to 9.35 percent, resulting in a
maximum possible Social Security
tax of $3,029.40 on the new maximum
taxable base of $32,400, a tax increase of $267.30 over this year.

Thirty years ago
PFC Carl E. Tomme, son of Mr
and Mrs. John W. Tomme, Murray,
was stationed at McCellan Air Force
Base, McCellan, Cal.
Temperatures in Calloway County
fell to 10 above zero today.

business mirror

by john cuniff

Consumers becoming less extravagant
NEW YORK (AP) — Made timid
by rising prices and job insecurity,
the consumer can hardly imagine be
is king for a month -- king of the
markets at what may or may not be
the busiest season of the year.
He is lacking confidence. His
assets have shrunk. He is working
fewer hours. His home mortgage
delinquency rate is up. "King? Who
me?," he asks in a squeeky voice.
"You must be mistaken."
Despite protests, there is plenty of
evidence that the buyer might also be
dictator, and that his edicts might
force retailers to drop prices on the
mountains of goods.
This recession, remember, came
suddenly. Two months ago the
Reagan people, the Federal Reserve
and most economists were talking
about a minor decline. Retailers
ordered heavily, but the economy

marketplace now believe retailers
must offer genuine bargains in order
to draw the public. If they fail, it is
argued,retailers will face a new year
of overstocked shelves and empty
aisles,a formula for bankruptcy.
Compounding that problem are
high, though falling, interest rates
that must be paid to maintain unsold
goods on the shelves, and the
necessity of some to capitalize on the
holiday selling season.
The pressure is on retailers, since
combined with their inventory
predicament is the reluctance of
buyers to part with funds.
For one thing, the great splurge in
consumer credit appears to have
been turned back gradually in the
past couple of years. Outstanding
consumer credit as a percentage of
disposable personal income, for
example, dropped to just 16 in

September from 18.1 in December
1979.
Associated with this has been a
deterioration of real spendable
earnings. ACcording to Merrill Lynch
Economics, real spendable earnings
in October were 3.6 percent below
year earlier levels.
And there is that matter of confidence. The secure feeling that not
long ago induced Americans to spend
with abandon has been withering for
many months, and the fall since
September has been especially sharp
on the charts of most consumer
analysts. One-factor in that decline
has been the unavailability of home
equity caused by high interest rates.
All hasn't been bleak in the consumer outlook. Inflation is abating,
and interest rates are returning to a
level that arouses some of the old
buying instincts. And millions of
households have been mending their

Today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 16, the
350th day of 1981. There are 15 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 16-, 1773, American col- onists, dressed as Indians,staged the
Boston Tea Party, dumping 362,
chests of tea oft a British ship.
On this date:
In 1916. Gregory Rasputin, the
monk who wielded powerful influence over the Russian czar, was
murdered.
In 1944, German forces began the

Battle of the Bulge in the Ardennes
area of Belgium during World War

of the shots may have had serious
side effects.
One year ago: President-elect
In 1960, two airliners collided over
Ronald Reagan's nominee for
New York harbor, killing 131 people.
Secretary of State, Alexander M.
And. in 1966, the U.N. Security
Haig Jr., said the U.S. must be
Council voted 11-0 to invoke economic
prepared to challenge "illegal Soviet
sanctions against the white minority
Intervention wherever it occurs."
government inr Rhodesiav Toda y's birthdays: Retired auto
Ten years ago: Mena ratted a
execiitive.James Roche is -75. Televi—
cease-fife with East Pakistan followsion producer-director George
ing the surrender of Pakistani forces
Schaeffer is 61.
in the capital, Ilacca.
Thought for today: Pleasure is
Five years ago: A nationaliiro- • very seldom where it is sobt. —
'tram of swinieflit iminomulation.s was
Samuel Johnson, English scholar
halted beeause of concern that some . m17119-17841.
7—;
-

finances — paying their bills and
even saving some money.
Nevertheless, it appears that consumers still hold the balance of
power in their battle of the dollar.
Time is on their side.-. Retailers
loaded with goods know they have no
better time to reduce inventories
than during the next 30 days. Consumers have little such pressure.
And so, by still another twist of the
fickle, unmpredictable economy, the
timid consumer has found himself
coronated in the marketplace.
King though he be, he is unlikely to
be extravagant. He will seek
bargains, and probably get them.
And if he doesn't get them, he seems
ready to do without, ready to accept
being called tyrant by retailers.
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Storey's
IFCM:313
GIANT
in

o

ur

Where Lo
Big Ten Day a e
Now Thru Christmas Day
We Will Be Open From 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
On Christmas Eve & Christmas Day
For Your Shopping COnvenience

enter
Home Owned

Prices Geed Weds. 13-16 11ne hi. 12-25

Store Hours
11 p.m.
Everyday

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
641 South

8 a.m. to

We Accept Food Stamps
0111"404*

Operated

.6, ILA 'Ts

a:"

•

,

—.LAUB*

•

SUNFLOWER

Al

REG. $1.49
DOMINO

••
4

SUGAR

CORN
MEAL

4

igaRtINE

A1

9'
Al

4

LB. BAG

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS
/

09

LB. QTRS.

S LB. BAG

(LIMIT THREE PLEASE)

..-cgrvisiroftifortiffortorizr.-4-4tP.zi%ittrlizir,

"r d...6. 4

FOOD GIANT
BROWN & SERVE

HUNGRY JACK

BISCUITS
1001.

: 04§raMirtPtirOttiriXtgiraflot

•••,

2/99

92091

NiTiz

ROLLS im
qvi. CRACKERS
KRAFT
69
MAYONNAISE $ 1 29
PEPSI OR
PAPER
.
71
7U!
$119
TOWELS..../

39

NESTLES SEMI SWEET
TOLL HOUSE

A

320Z.

BUTTERMILK OR HOMESTYLE
Al

R

PILLSBURY SLICE L BAKE

MORSELS1201.

CORONET

COOKIES
FOOD GIANT

MILK

$229

GAL.

2 LITER PLASTIC

FLAV-O-RICH WHIPPING

CREAM

01

694

ore Low Prices On More Items Everyday at Food Giant*fp*arvivartx

I it

FLAV-0-RICH REAL
99

Register For A Country Ham To Be
Bel Air Merchants Register At All
Given Away By Partici
pating Bel Air Stores

1.11.0

oartiitM'Ar's

1.13s316.

PET RITZ

PIE SHELLS
2 SHELLS PER PKG.

EL MONTE

PKG

49
'
SEALT

DOVE DISHWASHING

UMPKIN

16 01

ANGEL FLAKE

A

A

KERS CHOCOLATE FLAVORED

HIPS

89

A

1/2

12 01 $ 1

WHIPPED
TOPPING

694

9.6 OZ.

COUPON

Limit One Per family

Wisk

4 ROLL794

OT PAPER

4,

1507.$

39

CORN
HEATH BITS 0

JELLY

2 LB $1 29

KRAFT MARSHMALLOW

COUPON

BRICKLE
SCOT LAD CUT GREEN

Fabric Softener

I

Diskweshing
Detergent

I

6407.$ 79
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 12 25 81

,

see:.$ I 71
I

I Good Only At storey's
Exp. 12 25 81

L

te,

160.3/$1
•
OP

al r.MM"-

'Limit1

Limit One Per Family

ALL

320a.$1
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 12 25 81

SCOT LAD CREAM OR WHOLE

OWELS
70,594 BEANS
AMMO ROLL694 CREAM
-if..k.frimtvirofttoft-ftartiotrAs-txfttzttir
rLimit• One Per Family
COUPON
Limit One Per Family
COUPON
f L•

Final Touch

Liquid Detergent

69' SAUCE

KRAFT GRAPE

ISSUE

$119
I

1607.

SCOT LAD CRANBERRY

NAPKINS

4RoLL994 MOLD

ISSUE

1407.$ 1 09

a $169 POTATOES

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

DON BATHROOM

COOL WHIP

100

GALA
19

MILK
HUNGRY JACK INSTANT

14oz $1 19 TEA BAGS

ALDORF BATHROOM

Gm $ I

32 OZ. $ 1 59

SAFARI

OCONUT

EST
CE CREAM

2/994 LIQUID

BORDEN'S EAGLE BRAND

Log Cabin-

One Per f-amily
Gravy Train

Syrup

Dog Food

$1 49

'25 Lb. Bog

24 oz..
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 12 25 81

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Mrs. Butterworth

Syrup
t

$799

24... 4.1

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 12-2581

Gthirl Only Al Storey'S
xi? 11 n 81

L

49

NJ

....

rmusi.54-4 [111.. Mt HHA1

UAL FHA

UM*, q • 41nrwilaa .

14.11111

w Prices Originate

ScotFarms
A botamesQuatelge

MERRY CH !MAAS
•F

If

t;..;A:•

Lie
•
:
44

WHOLE

if

SHANK PORTION

HAMS

HAM

ALL AMERICAN
BONELESS

41,

HAM
1 79

(WATER ADDED

(WATER ADDED)

9'

if

LB.

444_.

4

09

if

LBS. & UP
4

4/

14, 4 .• .44,

44 4

HALF $1.89 LB

. it
. rwirxrQ. xarwarA
.
op§om..-44tirxr-R:FaNitm..--4i
0m-41,:

.
4.
ai44‘44:
,
cir

44 •

•• •

FAMILY
GROUND

BUTTERBALL
if
4

4,4

44 4 •

LB.

LB.

4

TURKEYS

79q

A

•

4

.• •

•

ROAST

HAMS

59

440„
44,
.
.
11

44.4 -

4:•

SWIFT CANNED

LB.

LB.

LB.

USDA CHOICE BONELESS CHUCK
LB $ 1

SAUSAGE
114.9

129

444.

412Nirc

'

WILLIAMS PORK

BEEF

16 LBS. & UP

4

1;4

if

Giant Produce Savings

3LBS $699
if

BUTT PORTION (WATER ADDED)
USDA CHOICE BONELESS SWISS

STEAK

HAM

LB $ 1 89

LB.$1 29

CENTER CUT
RIB HALF PORK

LOIN

14

HAM SLICES

LB.$1 19

LB $1 79

HENS

LB.

794 PICNICS .....4.4

SAUSAGE

WIENERS

LB.$1 79

BACON

120i.$1 1

P&P LOAF

LB.$1 29.

if
if

120i.$1 19
4•

GIANT DELI SAVINGS

if

•

COLE
SLAW
AMERICAN
CHEESE
HAM & CHEESE
SANDWICH

f!'

25 FOR
$1 0.0

f,"

FIELD BEEF, THICK SLICED,
REG. BOLOGNA OR

FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB

TANGERINES

.Ls.99

FIELD PRO LEAGUER
FARMLAND LINK

210 SIZE

if

SMOKED
FRESH

I.

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

94$

LB.9

PECAN
$279
PIES
i• $399
99'
DINNER
CHRISTMAS DINNER
ROLLS
4 Lb. Average Ham
A

S LB. BAG

sly"
79
6

ORANGES

if

4.

441

if

1 Qt. Green Beans
1 et. Sweet Potatoes

if

if

6 Dinner Rolls
ORDER EARLY

BROWNIES
6/$1 89

95
•1

val 4%11.4
I 1 I

THIS WEEK WIN
Lost

Week's Name:
Mrs.Porter Farley
Card Not Punched

$200.004

'LB. BAG RED, GOLD, JONATHAN

ANIS
IS SIZE NAVEL

ORANGES

FOR

TRAY
PINK

GRAPEFRUIT....5 $1 00 TOMATOES
GOLDIN
COCONUTS. 2 994
. APPLES
RED
.
LB. 88'
GRAPES
BASKETS
ON. •• •

,
40

ANNA.

MAIM ••••••

694
394
$699&111
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HEY KIDS
AND MOMS
TOO READ
THIS!
CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL

Couple Plans Observance

CENTER CENTRAL CENTER

CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER CE

Mr. and Mrs. Ira W. McKinney

Central Center
Merchants Association

Mr. and Mrs. Ira W.
McKinney, 1200 Olive Si.,
will observe their 506
wedding _ anniversari
Sunday, Dec. 20. No formal celebration is planned.
The couple was married Dec. 20, 1931, by the
Rev. J. C. Rudd at his
Almo home. Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Keys Futrell and
Cathrine Hill, all deceased.
Mrs. McKinney, the
former Ida Ellen Hill, is
the daughter of the late
John W. Hill and Nancy
Ann Towery Hill. Ira
McKinney is the son of
the late Chester McKinney and Salley Lee
McKinney.
They have two
daughters, Anna L. Dunn,
Fort Worth, Texas, and
Hazel Gilbert, Madison
Heights, Mich.; five
grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.

datebook
fern terrace
Annual Christmas party for residents of Fern
Terrace Lodge will be
Monday, Dec. 21, at 7
p.m.
Laverne Tapp,
manager, said the party
will be for residents and
their relatives and
friends.

Central Center, Murray, Ky. Hwy.641 N.
presents

SANTA'S SHOPPERS CHILDREN'S MATINEE

steak dinner
Adult Bible Study Class
of Russell's Chapel
United Methodist Church
had a steak dinner at the
lake front home of Doug
and Alice Gould Sunday,
Dec. 13.
•
Following the dinner
the younger group went
canoeing while other
guests sang Christmas
carols.

The PEANUTS gang's first overseas adventure!
A Lee Mendelson-Bill Melendez Production of

014WWI

Present were Mr. and
Mrs. Don Stom, Mr. and
Mrs. Blondie McClure.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Garland, Carlos Elkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harris, the Rev. and Mrs. Billy Henson, Mr. and Mrs.
Red Woods, Donna
Wilson, Lisa Garland,
Louise Gould, Mark
Thompson, Ladon
Wilson, Bradley Bray and
the Goulds.

shower planned
A shower for Mr. and
Mrs. B. C. Edwards will
be Saturday, Dec. 19,
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Dexter
Community Center.
The Edwards' family
lost their home and contents by fire Sunday,Dec.
13.

theta meeting
Neva Gray Allbritten
presented a review of the
book, Vineyard of The
Lord by Helen Steiner
Rice at the November
meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Allbritten, a past Murray club president, was
introduced by Margaret
Cavitt, program chairman.
Bess Kerlick, department chairman, said
members with Lucy Forrest as chairman will
assist in decoration of
club house for the holiday
season.
Hostesses were Forrest, Pauline Parker and
Janet Hou h.

CHARLIE BROWN
(AND DON'T COME BACK?)

cur v

WODOSrOcA
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NEW MEMBERS of World Friendship Club at a recent meeting were, from
left, back row, Ileana Navarro, Abigail Farfan and Soledad Rust, and right
front, Catherine Etuokwu. Back right is Debbie Shapla and left front is Monica
Walston.

PIRRE

PArr v

World Friendship Club Meets

Written and Created by Charles M. Schulz
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Monica Walston hosted
a coffee for World Friendship Club Nov. 18 in her
home on Coles Campground Road.
New members present
were Ileana Navarro,

Show Times Sat. Dec. 19, 8110:30 a.m. & 12:30
p.m. Also Mon. Dec. 21, 81 & Wed. Dec. 23, 81 at
the some times 10:30 a.m. & 12:30 p.m.
We are going to baby sit for you! Just think, you can do your
last minute Christmas shopping for 2 hours and leave the little ones (ages 5-13) with us to see a good children's movie
and the theatre staff will take good care of them.
— ALSO —

Hospital Report

JACK NICHOLSON
JESSICA LANGE

Larry Jameson, Rt. 1,
12-13-81
Almo; Jennifer L. Henry,
Adults 153
Rt. 1; Amber R. English,
Nursery 5
Rt. 4, Benton.
NEWBORN
Wayne L. McDaniel,
ADMISSIONS
Comer, baby boy Rt. 3, Paducah; Mary S.
(Karen), 310 West Eighth Gregory, 501 Chestnut
St.; Rubble T. Wilson, Rt.
St.. Benton.
1, Wingo.
EaSMISSA LS

116.-Agrmon
.
/Zirevs

Gentrcp C t,• '533314

la

SANTA CLAUS

7:10,9:l5
TIN diftrois tare bar
dins'stalotere.
HARRISON FOIND

Will Be Here For Each Show In Person

entA/Trnti's

Get Your Tickets At These Participating Merchants

THE FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE
GO TO EAT

BEGLEY DRUGS
4̀)
KROGER
Fel BEHR'S FASHIONS
WAL-MART
COAST TO COAST
NEEDLEWOMAN
HARDWARE
FABRICS
PAYLESS SHOE GODFATHER'S PIZZA
SOURCE
COOKS
JEWELERS
•
•

v CENTRAL CENTER CENTRAL CENTER. C

Debbie Shapla, presiCosta Rico, Abigail Farpresided. The club
dent,
Rust,
Soledad
fan, Chile,
Peru, and Catherine planned a progressive
Etuokwu, Nigeria. Other dinner Dec. 11 at homes
new members include of Debbie Shapla, Helen
Jenny Pauer, Korea, and Karvounis and Edith Noffsinger.
Maria Tidwell, Mexico.

r:DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS—
I
11 a.m.to 3 p.m.
I

r
Adult Entertalnmenf

—
Joy Of A Wow.(X)
*Sylvia MOGI
— II sr over suly —

Steak For Two
$995

AllaNNIVIdill

7 00,9

,

SYLVESTER
STALLONE
MICHAEL
CAINE

sas

VICTORY
(El

WITH POTATO,BREAD & DINNER SALAD

SEASONED JUST RIGHT & COOKED
TO PERFECTION
SERVING CHOICE STEAKS,LOBSTER
PASTA AND SANDWICHES

For catering call

753-1314

ItterttfteRAL.CENTER
,,

COLORED PRINT

BEST

COPY

4
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Anniversary Event
Scheduled Sunday

Enough iodine in milk
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR pR. LAMB - I tun
.worried about my iodine
intake Many reliable sources say that the less salt we
use the healthier our bodies
will be because salt can
cause high blood pressure
and fluid retention M
mother had a thyroid
tion and had a goiter
removed. I have consistently
purchased low sodium iodized salt But the last two
years my cooking habits
„have changed I do not use
.1salt in preparing meals.
. Because I use so little salt
As there a chance that I may
'develop a goiter? Is there
any other way I can get
iodine in my diet? I ate a
delicious restaurant seafood
dinner yesterday, but it con-tamed salt and today I feel
five pounds heavier. My
ring, shoes and clothing are
uncomfortably tight.
_ DEAR READER - Many
reports and even textbooks
'would justify your concern.
There was a time when salt

was the main source of
iodine in our diet_ In fact in
areas where the salt was DOI
iodized, as in the central
United States, many people
did deveiop goiters from
iodine deficiency .
Surprisingly today the
problem is just the opposite.
We are on the verge of getting
ti
too much iodine. In a
recent report it appears that
Americans may get from
four to 13 times the recommended daily dietary allowance (RDA) of iodine. The
change has been brought
about mostly by the
increased iodine content in
dairy foods. The cow will
have iodine in her scientifically prepared food and sbe
will concentrate the iodine
in her milk. Hence we get a
lot of iodine from Milk and
milk-You will be surprised to
know that the average liter
of milk in the United States
contains about 680 megrim
of iodine, four times the

RDA for iodine for an adult
So I wouldn't worry about
your iodine intake if you use
dairy products in your balanced diet
Iodine and other minerals
are discussed in The Health
Letter number 17-4, Nutritional Aspects of Minerals.

which 1 am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to Me,in care
of this newspaper, PD. Box
1551, Radio City Station
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB - We
are having a little dispute
and we need you to settle ii
Our science teacher told us
that before any oxygen hits
your blood it is blue. Our
parents tell us this is not
true. They say your blood is
always red, Can you please
tell us what color blood really is before oxygen hits it?
Who is right, our parents or
our science teacher? Our
parents do not think our science teacher is qualified to

The children of Mr and
The couple was marMrs. Jimmy Haley. Rt. I. ned Dec. 23, 1956, at CorAlmo, will host a recep- inth. Miss. Their attention in celebration of their dants were Columbus

teach
DEAR HEADER - It is
traditional to speak of
venous blood as being bilge
blood You can pick op any
color-illustrated science
book showing the circulation
and see this scheme used I
use the distinction of blue
blood for blood in the veins
that Is not fully loaded with
oxygen and red for hilly

oxygenated blood found is
arteries myself
The venous blood is not
really blue, but it is a lot
darker than arterial
(oxygenated) blood. Because
the walls of the veins are
blue you can see the combination of colors provide a
blue cast to the veins over
the back of the hands or
elsewhere. And if blood is
trapped in theme so It can't
get enough oxygen, it
imparts a bluish color to the
skin which we call cyanosis.
As soon as venous blood hits
the air It will absorb oxygen

1/r.

and Mrx. Jimmy Haley

parents' silver wedding Waldrup and the late Dee
anniversary Sunday. Bogard Waldrup.
Dec. 30, in the honored
Mrs. Haley, the former
couple's home
Joyce Bissell, is the
All friends and daughter of Lame Mathis
relatives are invited to Bissell, 507 %%Knell, and
call between the hours of the late Boyd Biztell. Mr.
2 to 4 p.m. No invitations Haley, son of Ruby Grifwill be sent.
fin Haley and the late Gus
Their children are Haley, Rt. I. Alino, is self
Sherilyn Davis, Benton, employed as a farmer
and Michael and Bradley with his two sons.
Haley, Rt. 1, Almo. A
Both are members of
grandson is Michael Dexter-Hardin United
Adam Haley.
Methodist Church.

Chorus
To Sing
At LBL

and become red at once.

-Providence Riding Club Plans Horse Show
New Providence Riding
;Club will sponsor its se;cond winter horse show
'Saturday,Dec. 19, at 4:30
:p.m.at Livestock and Ex:position Center, Murray
• State University.
• Fifteen classes will be
featured with trophies to
be presented. Classesin'elude the following:
• Opal halter, three
• places.
Pleasure saddle horse,

three places.
Pony pleasure, three
places.
Style rack, three
places.
Open flags, r• un on or
offfence,100 per cent pay
back,three places.
• Open barrels,$150gt4,
six places, $44, $35, $25,
$20,$15 and $10.
Int. barrels, 18 years
and under,three places.

'iSpecial Exhibits On Display
Two „special exhibits
are on display though the
!month of December at
Calloway County Public
.Library.
They are handmade
;doll hoUses by Jo and Al
;Vereycken and original
;inter color paintings of
local scenes and flowers
by Marcella Rung.
• In addition to building
houses, .-the
Vereyckens also build
furniture and ship models
and restore dolls. Jo also

.7

does the sewing for doll
wardrobes. The couple
also does oil painting, a
library spokesman said.

Open western pleasure,
100 per cent pay back,
three places.
Open poles, three
places.
Int. western pleasure,
18 years and under, three
places..
Ladies barrel.% three
places.
Open speed,one barrel,
$100 gtd. $40, $30, $20 and
810.

Training bairel race,
timer fee, no pay back.
Figure 8 speed, three
places.
Women's westen
pleasure,three places.
Additional classes will
be added if there are five
entries, a club
spokesman said.
Admisson at gate will
be 21 per person more
than six years old.

Hospital Report
12-12-81
Adults 142
Nursery 4

-

Roberta D. Ward, 1010
Sharp St.; Pamela G.
Rodgers, Rt. 4, Bardwell;
Martha V. Carson, Rt. 5;
Ray Rushing, Rt. 5; Bertie L. King, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.
Amos Perry, Rt. 5;
Louise C. Scarbrough,
1305 Peggy Ann Drive;
Alma L. Stalls, 502 South
11th St.; Gladys L.
Schoenke, Rt. 1,
Dukedom, Tenn.; Irma
Bell Bucy, Rt.2, Puryear,
Tenn.
Dewey Otto Parks, 1623

NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Rebecca A. Futrell, No.
49 Shady Oaks; Jane Collins, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Geraldine C. Sykes, Box
035, Paris, Tenn.; Belinda J. Hawkins, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Michael J.
Schroeder, No. 52-,
Riviera Trailer Court.
Joe Nell Parker, Rt. 6;
Brenda,R. Tubbs, Rt. 4;
Rozelta Henry, 1709 Farmer; willisef• Wat"
Thursday,Dec.'17
Thursday,Dec.17
Farmer; Ronnie Fitts, MO, Rt. 1; 'Raymond
Magazine Club will
Golden Age Club will Southside Manor F-4; Black, 111 POplar Place;
meet at 1:30 pail. in home meet at 11 a.m. in social Evelyn M. Overbey, Rt. Mary-E.Lawrence, Rt. 2,
of Mrs. John Livesay, hall, First United 2, Murray; Virginia R. Wingo; Mary M. Parker,
1604 Sycamore St., with Methodist Church.
Brown,Rt.1,Hardin.
1618 Sycamore St.
Mrs. Hess Crossland as
hostess.
Murray Women of
Bible- Jour ma ling Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
Group, First Christian atlodge hall.
Olympic Plaza-Murray,Ky.
Church, will meet at 7
Carol Poe Group of
p.m. in home of Mr. and
753-3174
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658 First Baptist Church
*Pipes
*Pipe Racks
Women will meet at 6:30
College Terrace Drive.
*Lighters
*Blended
Tobacco
p.m. in home of Rebecca
Hazel Woman's Club Cunningham.
*Tobacco Pouches
*Gift Items
will have a dinner at
*Imported Cigars
Dakota Feed and Grain
Murray Civitan Club
Hr: Mon.-Sat. 9:00441 Sundays 1:06-5:410
and later go to Sandra will meet at 7 p.m. at B*
Gallimore's home for a Joe's Family Restaurant. Lair
social hour.
Temple Hill--Ebepter_Senior Citizens Centers
No. 511 Order of Eastern will be open as follows:
Star will meet at 7:30 Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m.to 2 p.m.and Ellis
p.m.atlodge hall.
• from 10 a.m.to 3p.m.
Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club wll meet at 7
Mothers Day Out will
p.m. at Gateway beat 9 a.m.atFirstBap• Restaurant,Draffenville. iisi Church.
Rung, born in Medford,
Mass., was reared in
.Richfield, Conn. She
came to live in the Murray area when her busMM. retired. A member
of Murray Art Guild, she
has taken art courses at
Murray State Univemity
and attended many local
workshops.

Community Events

1ie cf,tiwke c*Iloppe

Pre-Christmas'
Specials
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Entire Stock

Western Boots

Frances brake
FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17,1981
What kind of day will tomor- workers are sensitive and rerow be? To find out what the quire the utmost tact.
stars say, read the forecast LIBRA
given for your birth Sign.
(Sept.23to Oct. M) an'
Don't give way to escapism.
ARLES
Instead, complete unfinished
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Don't be susceptible to flat- tasks. Daydreaming and a full
'Wry. Self-discipline leads to social life could easily distract
moderate career progress, but you.
,you'll have to ward off poten- SCORPIO
-lial distractions.
(Oct.23toNov.21)
:TAURUS
Fulfill social obligations,
:(Apr.20 to 1Viay N) tili? but stay clear of those who
• You may be unsure of your waste your time. Don't loan
;feelings in romance. Business valuables to those who aren't
; lunches aren't favored,though conscientious.
- a colleague is supportive of SAGITTARIUS
,jviiir0
:your efforts.
Nov.72to Dec.21) "
; GEMINI
Some career ideas now be- (May 21 toJurie 20)
ing bandied a
re not
; Children may require your worth pursuing.
vice
• help. Avoid carelessness from a trusted
'
col; where domestic dotal& are league. Avoid self-deception.
* concerned. Concentrate on
CAPRICORN
*
2 ways to incre.ase capital.
(Dec.72 to Jan. 19) lati f
;CANCER
A conservative course is
0 best, with regard to career
I (June 21 to.luly22) 0
It Be careful to observe the matters. You could receive
social amenities in dealing • faulty advice now. Doublewith others: Some unreliable check travel plans.
,information may come your AQUARIUS
• way:Don't listen to gossip.
(Jan.10to Feb. 13)
LEO
• You could profit from some
(July 23toAug. 22)
expert advice in regard to tnapproach
to
An unrealistic
.vestment nutters. Avoid getfinancial matters could cause rich-quick schemes and don't
• el
' 44 trouble. Avoid risky gambles
be conned by others.
and dubious propistitions. Ac- PISCES
- X
4 cent savings.
(Fcb. 19 to Mar. 20)
1
A VIRGO
You, or one close to you,
/ (Aug. 73 toSept. Z2) liPik
could be extravagant. Go over
4
You're easily . distracted the books together. Make a
6 I now. Don't let others sway you
resolution to get in touch with
frw
y our purposes Co- arr old friend.

1/
1 4

for Men and Women

0

20

Off

Reg.
/0 Price

nueltir.

Men's

Hushpuppy Shoes

nor

I

/

ifiaZ

LUCY LILLY, center, talks with other past presidents of National Association

of Vocational Home Economics. They are, left, Joanna Smith, Rochester, Ind.,
1977,and right,Doris Yarbrough, Canton,Ga., 1973.

Lucy Lilly Honored
Lucy Lilly was honored
at the 30th anniversary
awards luncheon of National Association of
Vocational Home
Economics as a part of
annual meeting of
American Vocational
Association, Atlanta,Ga.,
Dec.4-8.
The Murray woman, a
retired teacher of home
economics, Murray City
Schools, served as 1974-75
president of the national
.7.he Jae/ Dann 2ilnen

association. She was
honored along with 12
other past presidents.
Bill Page, Nashville
Learning Center, was
featured luncheon
speaker. His topic was
"If You Ask the Wrong
filtiestion, You Will Get
the Wrong Answer."
Now NAVHET officers

PP041f12fl)

Or &101/Ien

CELEBRATION
SESSION
All
Classes login Jelnisry 11, 19112
Day Classes Mon.-Wad. :30• 10:30
Carr Nasith INg • IIISU °whisks Ed.

•

Reg.
28:0

0
0

42.00

Reg.Off
Price

Beginning Dec. 17th - Opening Each
Evening

Burnett's
Shoes
Downtown Paris

Other teachers from
this area attending were
Sue Dortch and Sue
Smith, home economics
teachers, Reidland High
School.

G. T. Lilly also attend- Public Library.
ed the AMVA meeting. SineL
-Dec. 1, LW-. has
The honored teacher's been showing its
husband is a retired pro- "Christmas' Medley," a
were installed with fessor of industrial multi-media program
Roberta Looper, education from Murray produced by LBL staff
Monterey, Tenn., as State University, attend- about traditions of
ed sessions in his field.
president-elect.
Christmas.

Ciessos Aloe.-Titers.
7 p.m.-1 p.m.-W*04am Nall

A
DAZZLING ARRAY
OF GIFTS

For htformation Cell:
Linda Novorstock or
Catty Mattes

Holiday Glitter
SWEATERS

753-0763 - 753-4775

Junicir-MiSS•11
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Entire Stock

2

The Community
Chorus, directed by Dr.
Irma Collins, will present
programs Friday and
Saturday, Dec. II and 19
in Golden Pond Visitors
Center, Land Between
the Lakes,located just off
Highway 68.
Performances will be
at 7 and 8 p.m. each evening. Seating is limited
and reservations are required by calling 1-9245602, extension 295. There
is no charge.
Collins said the chorus
will sing such selections
as "Oh Christmas Tree,"
"Little Drummer Boy,"
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer," "Twelve
Days of Christmas,"
"Silent Night,""We Wish
You A Merry Christmas"
and portions from
Christmas opera,
'Amahl and the Night
.
'
Visitors."
Dick Patterson, LBL
theater director, invited
the chorus to perform
after seeing the performance of Amahl opera
by the group at Calloway

All Christmas
Samplers
With The Yellow Togs
1k

Price

Fri. & Sat.9-5 Sun 1-5 Only
All Sunset Designs
Embroider( It Needlepoint
'
.
Kits
Off Reg. Price
Christmas Bazarre'matte, Watkins)
10:30-5:00 Sat. Dec. 19th

30%

Sponsored by the Wild Raspberry hi the
Disieland Center
1
440...•
*
041.

I...VA filiP

Large Sizes

20% off
Asst. Colors-Lined

Basket of
GLOVES
$500

& Unlined

SCARVES $1 01.0
.
Gift Boxed Ras 300
Honkerchiefs $200

Sox of

AD Glitter
Accessories

k 20%

Off Than.

Fri. & Set. *sly

11111
JEFFERYS
753-3753
302 Main - Murray
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STOCKING
STUFFERS

•
1 00

U

89c
SOCK CAPS 99c

' BANDANAS
III

•
CHILDREN'S JERSEY

MENS LINED JERSEY
GLOVES

WOOL BOOT SOCKS $1.98

FOR
UNDER

N
o

88c

GLOVES

88`

3/$1 49

HANDKERCHIEFS

$200

BOYS & MEN.S UK SOCKS $ 1 69 & $ 1 99
Many Other Items

Mens & Boys
Casual & Dress
Boys and Students

OUTERWEAR
"DOWN LOOK"
VESTS & JACKETS

Boys Sizes 8-14 Now
$
50

1

Fleece Lined Coats

NOW

/
13

Student Sizes 26-30 Now

50
Off

"Sidney" as long as you sleep alone. However,come
honeymoon time, retire Sidney to the rag bag.
Three's a crowd.

Little Guys 4-7 Now
$950

r-

WASHINGTON LAP)--I
Low-tar brands of
cigarettes are predominant in the marketplace
as increasing numbers of
tobacco companies try to
By Abigail Van Buren
ease consumers' fears
about the health risks
associated with smoking
The Federal Trade
Commission's latest
DEAR ABBY:I'm a 33-year-old single woman who is seen report on cigarettes,
regularly on local television. (Omit city, please.) About a released Tuesday,
shows
year ago I started getting phone calls from a man who said
150 of 200 brands with no
he was 48, divorced and a successful businessman.
Without coming on as a masher, he said he admired my more than 15 milligrams
work and wanted to get to know me better. For some crazy of tar --1 what the inreason I became intrigued by this stranger and encouraged dustry considers the low
his calls.(I even gave him my home phone so he could call range. Thirty-one percent
me after work.) There is no one special in my life right now
of the market in 1978 was
and this man is a tonic to me.
the low-tar range.
in
He's intelligent, well-educated and has a wonderful sense
Carlton, which had
of humor. We've had some very soul-searching and intimate
been the only brand with
conversations - some have lasted three hours!
Abby, I want to meet this man in the worst way, but he less than 0.5 milligrams
refuses to meet me. I'm beginning to suspect he is either very tar, was joined in the
ugly or perhaps deformed. I don't care what he looks like; I
love his mind. What do you make of this? And where do I go lower ranges by varieties
of Benson & Hedges,
from here? I really want to meet him.
IN LOVE WITH A VOICE Cambridge and Now.
The number of brands
DEAR IN: I would guess that the man is doing what
he does best - talking. For reasons of his own he with one milligram or
prefers to keep a safe distance. I see no future in this less of nicotine is 136, up
"electronic tonic." Fantasyland is fun to visit, but from 111 in May. Eightydon't try to live there. Tell him to grow up and show five brands had 10
up, or bye-bye.
milligrams or less of carDEAR ABBY: What can a person who is not interested in bon monoxide, nearly
gossip say when someone says,"I'll tell you 80111e dirt if you
twice the 44 brands in
promise not to tell anybody."
HATES GOSSIP May-the first report incorporating carbon
DEAR HATES: Say, "Don't tell me. You know I monoxide as well as tar
can't keep my mouth shut any better than you can." and nicotine figures.
In general, cigarettes
high or low in tar also are
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and have been sleeping with this high or low in nicotine
blanket I call "Sidney" every night since I can remember. and carbon monoxide.
Lately I've been getting a lot of flak from my parents.
They say it is wrong at my age to sleep with Sidney. I'm not Tar is the element in
sure I know why I sleep with him. They say it's for extra cigarette smoke that produces • cancer, the Nasecurity, but I doubt it.
I am not a shy or insecure person; I'm friendly and tional Cancer Institute
outgoing and have a nice circle of friends.
says. Nicotine and carbon
Is there anything wrong with a girl sleeping with a
monoxide are poisons
blanket she's had since day one?
SLEEPING WITH SIDNEY believed harmful in small
doses. While the tobacco
DEAR SLEEPING: No harm in sleeping with industry is producing

Woman Sets Her Sights
On Disembodied Voice

Good Thru Dec. 20

4

Low Price

FOR UNDER

Low Tar Prevalent

.

0.

P-----

1

SHOE DEPT BARGAINS

Marine Cpl. Jon W. ducting training exercises with U. S. Seventh
Fleet and units of allied
nations. Pastorius joined
the Marine Corps in July
1977.

DEAR ABBY: What to get your elderly mother, father, Pastorius, a member of
grandparents, uncles, aunts and friends for Christmas? Marine Attack Squadron
We all have fancy robes,gowns,tablecloths, napkins,etc.,
stored away, but what we would appreciate most is to have 223, based at Marine
Corps Air Station, Cherry
things done for us that we aren't able to do ourselves.
For example: Furniture moved, windows and doors Point, N. C., recently
repaired, pictures and mirrors hung, trees and bushes deployed to Okinawa, ac.
I
planted, and so on. It would be wonderful to receive a cording to a release from
Christmas card saying, "Make a list of things you want
.
I
done and, will be over on Saturday from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. Fleet Home Town News
to do them. And that will be your Christmas present from Center, Norfolk, Va.
.
I
During the deployment,
me."
GRAMPA his unit will be con-

•

INSULATED BOOTS

a_
NU

Kodak

TeleEktralite
600

SAVE UP TO $901

Rog. List $79.95

Women's

CASUAL
SHOES

Men's
SLUSH
BOOTS CASUAL
SHOES
$Q88

Special
Price

$

$5397

Women's

1 698 &
$ 1 898

Telephoto Lens-Ideal For Portraits & Grandchildren

Sole

Only

%.0

Built-In
Flash
Close Up
Lens
Fixed Focus
Reg. $69.50

$1288

Reg. $15.99

$11

88
Sole
Styles 514 and 626

$28.99 Value

By Jack Daniels

COATS

1k
.

Color Rolls Developed & Printed:

12 Exp. 24 Exp.
$1.99
$3.69 i

•
•
4▪ Good on all C-41 process 110 & 126 Color print:

.roll orders only.

Sale $
699

•
•
•

Sale $899

3/$
Sale

88

•••,

Reg. $7.99 Sale

J

$900
Reg. $15.99 Sale

$1 2°°

,. -.
a.

•
•
MARK 35.••
PROCESSING

.
.
12 Exp. $2.39••
•

24 Exp. $4.49 36 Exp. $6.89
•
•
YAM( 35 PRINTS ARE 3'hx51
/
4 ON GLOSSY PAPER AND PACKAGEDIF
•
• Pi PROTECTIVE NEDATIVESLIEVING
•
•

not avootabie 1.ne,

4

I101,/P

i5n1111

W(11(111 11011

. coupon must accompany order

$c99
Reg. $11.99 Sale

SAVE 61

:

BLOUSES AND
• KNITTOPS

Reg. 3/$2.49

i:.• k

• :i

ntire toc
Ladies

'BOOTIES

$4950

DEVELOPING & PRINTING

•

Ladies Orlon .

Kodak Rebate $10.00

HOLIDAY SPECIAL

Reg. $11.99

Reg. $6.99

ale $499

$5950

Enter Kodak Swee stakes - 1000.00 Weekl

Reg. $75.00
Reg. $60.00
Reg. $23.00
$4200
$c500
$ 1 900
Now
%..)
Now
Now
Ladies & Girls

PURSES
Reg. $9.99

• A.

NOW

Your Cost

Ladies & Girls

Awe

Colorburst
350 Camera

Reg $12.99

•

: Expires Jqn. 3

Ektralite 10
•11silt-1 eleetromic flub
•Three-aement, 25 ow VI
has
*Hired hers from 5 fest Ps infinity
*Ise shutter speeds: 1/2111
sec, 1/125.c
•Protective slaps less sod
vknrfleder Met
log. $33.55

hg. $33.95

Special

Four area men have
been assigned for training with United States
Armed Forces, acconling
to releases from Army
and Air Force Hometown
News Directorate, Kelly
Air Force Base,Texas.
Spec. 4 Robert- A.
Grzech, a rifleman with
56th Field Artillery _
Brigade, has beenassigned for duty at Melbronn,
West Germany.
.Grzech is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Grvech,
Brookfield, Conn. His
wife, Kathleen, is , the
daughter of Carol Doyle,
Rt.6.
Airman Michael C.
Weihrouch, son of'Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond
Weihrouch, 1711
Keenland Drive, has been
assigned to Goodfellow
Air Force Base,Texas.
He completed six
weeks basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas. At Goodfellow he
will receive specialized
instruction in intelligence
field.
Airman Charles, A.
Anderson and Airman
Roger L. Brashear have
been assigned to Sheppard Air Force tise,
Texas, after compl ing
basic training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas.
Both Anderson ;and
Brashear will receive
specialized instruct* in
aircraft mainten4nce
field.
Anderson's former
guardians are Mr. :and
Mrs. Max Anderson. Rt.
3, Benton. Brashear is the
son of John A. Brastlear,
Sr., Rt. 1, Benton,;and
Joyce. E. Harrier,
Mich.
imme

•

:
UMIT ONE ROLL :
Pfe COUPON . •

2795

Nor hifemetiifi

I

Electrolysis
(Permanent •

UI

•NI11111•• 111 • 111L•usimesmin 1111
11_1111_111111111111111111111•111111111111

His wife, Valissa, is the
daughter of Hugh G.
Adams, Rt. 1, Farmington, and Reda Adams,
821 Glendale Road.

Four Assigned
For Training
At Base

UNCLE CAMERAS
Automatic
JEFF'S I
Sensalite Flash

Men's, Boys and Youth
Lace-Ups
All Sizes Only
$998

Marine Sent To Okinawa

E UP TO $449

A-\

more low-tar varieties, it
dill maintains that health
hazards associated with
smoking remaiiN unproven.
The FTC has been
testing cigarettes for tar
and nicotine contentsince
1967. The cigaretteii used
in the new tests were
bought in 50 cities in
March and April. .
Cigarette advertisements carry the
figures, usually in fine
print and in inconspicuous corners. But
manufacturers of low-tar
brands often elevate the
FTC findings into the
headlines of their ads and
turn the test findings into
selling points for those
who are concerned about
health hazard's for
smokers.
The FTC also said it is
probing complaints that
the current test method
does not accurately
measure tar and nicotine
levels in Barclay cigarettes, which are made by
Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp.
Industry leader R. J.
Reynolds Co. and at least
one other company have
complained to the FTC
about Barclay's advertising of its tar level and
suggested that its competitor had found a way to
make a cigarette . that
fools the FTC machines.
Brown & Williamson,
manufacturer of Barclay,
called the FTC announcement "grossly unfair and
misleading" and said the
agency was being misused by a "competitive
ploy."

We Know Your Camera - Let us Help You With Your
Lasting Pictures, Film, Flash, Batteries At Discount
prices

Removal of Haii,
Cal

75341856

BEST

COF
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Police Show Makes
Top Ten;CBS Network
Continues Domination
NEW YORK (AP) NBC's "Hill Street
Blues" has quickly
become the success story
of the new TV year,
recording increasily
higher ratings each week
it's on the air.
The police show, a
multiple Emmy-winner
after the 1980-81 season,
finished the week ending
'Dec. 13 in ninth place NBC's top-rated program
that week, A.C. Nielsen
Co.figures showed.
"Hill Street Blues"
cracked Nielsen's Top 10
for the first time. CBS
continued its domination
with its two series, "60
Minutes"- No. 1 for the
third straight week-and
"Dallas," in second
place.
CBS, in fact, had seven
of the week's 10 highestrated programs, and
compiled a rating for the
period of 18.4 to 17.4 for
ABC and 15.9 at NBC.The
networks say that means
in an average prime-time
minute during the week,
18.4 percent of the homes
in the nation with television were watching CBS.
The rating for "Hill
Street Blues" was 21.1,
compiled with 30.2 for
• "60 Minutes." Nielsen
says the rating means
30.2 percent of the coun• try's TV-equipped homes
saw at least part of "60
' Minutes."
' An all-star tribute to
actor Burt Reynolds, No.
3 for the week, and "Circus of the Stars," in
fourth, contributed to
CBS' first-place finish,
the network's sixth in the
10 weeks of the current
season.
CBS got help, too, from
a couple of unscheduled
sports shows in prime
time, carryover from

Sunday's professional
football game, in fifth
place, and the post-game
show,in seventh.
The week's highestrated new program was
CBS' newly introduced
"Falcon Crest," tied for
15th place, with ABC's
"Fall Guy" 20th and
"Father Murphy" on
NBC 21st.
A "CBS Reports" production, "Bittersweet
Memories: A Vietnam
Reunion" No. 70 for the
week, and "NBC
Magazine," 72nd, were
among the week's seven
lowest-rated programs.
Here are the week's 10
highest-rated shows:
"60 Minutes," with a
rating of 30.2 representing 24.7 -million homes,
"Dallas," 28.5 or 23.3
million, "Tribute to Burt
Reynolds," 28.3 or 23.2
million, "Circus of the
Stars," 28.2 or 23.1
million, and NFL football, prime-time carryover, 25.7 or 21 million,
all CBS; "NFL Monday
Night Football," Pittsburgh vs. Oakland, 23.7
or 19.4 million, ABC;
NFL football, post-game,
23.5 or 19.2 million, and
"Dukes of Hazzard," 22.5
or 18.4 million, both CBS,
and_"Hill Street Blues,"
NBC, and "Three's Company," ABC, both 21.1 or
17.3 million.
The remainder of the
Top 20:
"Diff'rent Strokes,"
NBC;"Hart to Hart" and
"That's Incredible," both
ABC; "Falcon Crest,"
CBS, and Movie-"Child
Bride of Short Creek,"
NBC,tie; "Real People,"
NBC,"Love Boat," ABC,
"Pery Como Christmas
Special," ABC; "M-A-SH," CBS, and "Fall
Guy," ABC.
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LONDON (AP) Christmas is for wise
men, but not wise guys,
and Santa Claus proved it
when he got fed up with a
15-year-old and decorated
the boy's ear with his fist.
The Jolly Old Elf, in the
person of Graham Head,
admitted to losing his
cool when the boy pulled
an aerosol can and, as
wide-eyed youngsters
looked on, sprayed Santa
with streamers offoam.
"I told the kid to go
away but he wouldn't
-listen,".Santa said. "Sol
gave him a clip around
the ear to stop him. That
aerosol stuff was going
all over the place. I had to
get another beard and my
costume cleaned."
Head, a part-time
street merchant who donned the snowy beard and
red suit for an Oxford
Street department store,
said "hitting kids isn't the
sort of thing Father
Christmas would do, but I
was provoked."
Santa landed in court
Monday, where he was
dismissed but warned
against further offenses.

- Sales of this city's birthday song are full of blue
notes and the flip side of
the story is red ink.
Ten thousand copies of
the 45-rpm disc "I'm El
Paso" were pressed for
the city's 400th birthday
in July.
Six months later, city
officials are on the record
as still trying to get rid of
9,000 of them.
The platters remain in
cardboard boxes at the El
Paso Parks and Recreation Department, which
got $9,000 from the City
Council to produce the
tune for sale at $2a disk.
Parks officials and promoters gave the council a
preview in May and
everyone was impressed
- except for Alderman
David Escobar.
"I wouldn't have given
two nickels for it,"
Escobar said, "but
maybe they will unload it
to somebody."
The song is a narration
of El Paso's history,landmarks and famous people
to the tune of Marty Robbins' old ballad "El
Paso." It ends with "I am
400 years old, I am El
EL PASO, Texas (AP) Paso."
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TV Reporter Performs Civic Duty

Obituaries
Manning
Services
Thursday
Services for Opal Manning, 76, Puryear, Tenn.,
will be Thursday at 11
a.m. in LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the
Rev. W. A. Farmer and
the Rev. H. D. Hudson officiating.
Pallbearers will be
Randy and Jeff Windsor,
Tracy McKenney, Tommy Cox, Joe Manning and
Dwight Hale. Burial will
follow in Puryear
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The deceased, widow of
Jim Manning, died Monday at Henry County
General Hospital, Paris.
She was a Baptist. Born
June 19, 1905, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late
John Bivins and Lillie
Cole Bivins.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Bud
Manning, Hazel, Claudean Abbott, Paris, and
Linda McKinney, Murray; five sons, James C.
Windsor, Coloma, Mich.,
Charles Windsor, Lynn
Grove, Billy Windsor,
Camden, Tenn., Buddy J.
Manning, Batavia,
and Keith Manning, Murray.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Bobby Madding, Nora King, Polly
McIntosh and Ruth
Elmore, all of Mayfield,
and Drama Paschall,
Puryear; two brothers, J.
D. Bivins, Hopkinsville,
and , Vince Bivins,
Okmulgee, Okla; 29
grandchildren; 43 greatgrandchildren.

Webb Rites
Thursday
Services for Edward
Webb,84, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
with the Rev. James
Tharp officiating.
Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Webb died Monday at
10:25 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. A
retired farmer, he was a
member of High Point
Baptist Church.
Survivors include his
widow, Gussie Webb; two
sons, George Webb,
Sedalia, and the Rev.
Troy. Webb, Kirksey; a
brother, Delbert Webb,
California.
Also surviving are
eight grandchildren, 17
great-grandchildren, six
step-grandchildren and
two great-greatgrandchildren.
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LOS ANGELES (AP)
— A TV reporter, saying
his civic duty outweighed
his obligations as a journalist, provided a surprise finale in the
Freeway Killings trial,
testifying that defendant
William Bonin confessed
to 21 killings in a
jailbouse interview.
"I'd still be killing,"
Bonin was quoted as saying by reporter David
Lopez, who provided
details of the confession
in the murder trial Monday after earlier refusing
go beyond limited
testimony.
"I couldn't stop killing.
It got easier with each
one we did," Lopez said
Bonin told him.
Bonin is charged with
12 slayings in what came
to be known as the
SMART IDEAS — Judy Outland, customer clerk in the Murray PhoneCenter, Freeway Killings case,so
discusses the contents of "Pretty Smart Ideas for the Homefront" with a named because bodies of
44 young men and boys
customer.
were dumped beside
freeways in Southern

Household Hints Book
Offered At PhoneCenters
South Central Bell
PhoneCenters currently
are offering a booklet
which features more than
100 tips on how to save
time, energy and money,
according to Marvin
Orgill, Bell district
manager.
•
Entitled "Pretty Smart
Ideas for the
Homefront," the booklet

offers advice about home
decorating, home security, planning moves and
shopping,Orgill said.
-Lots of words have
been written about the
ways people can save
energy' at home," the
manager added. "But I
think consumers are finding new, useful information in this comprehen-

California between 1972
and 1990. Officials say the
killings might not all be
related.
Booth also said he led
police to one victim's
body solely because he
wanted police officers to
buy him a hamburger,
Lopez testified.
Bonin, who was arrested in June 1980,
received a letter in jail
from the mother of Sean
King, 14, of South Gate,
pleading to have "my little baby buried for
Christmas" and adding:
"I forgive you for what
you did. I'm a born-again
Christian," Lopez said.
But Lopez said Bonin
told him the clay he led investigators to King's
body in San Bernardino
County, "I was dying for
a hamburger and I knew
if I went out with the cops
they would buy me a
hamburger."
Lopez works for MIXT
in Los Angeles. Booth's

attorney, William
Charvet, had tried to
block his testimony and
called it "very damaging"to Bonin's case.
Lopez said he deckled
to testify because "it was
the only humane thing to
do.
"We're journalists and
we're also citizens,"
Lopez said outside court.
"I testified as a citizen ...
You're a citizen first."
Lopez appeared earlier
in the trial, but would only confirm the contents of
a report he broadcast
about the interview with
Bonin. The report did not
provide detail on the confession.
Lopez had claimed
rights under California's
shield law to protect a
news source in his refusal
to testify further, butsaid
after his testimony Monday he felt that "a
million-pound weight has
been lifted off my head."
He said he believed

"every mother and
father" had a right to
know about the confession.
Bonin took notes during
the testimony. He wore a
cast on a broken nose and
dark glasses to cover two
black eyes. Authorities
say Bonin may have been
beaten by inmates.
James Munro, 20,
pleaded guilty to one
second-degree murder
and agreed to testify
against Bonin. Vernon
Butts, 23, another friend
of Bonin, faced six
murder charges when he
committed suicide Jan.
11.
Gregory Matthew
Miley, 19, pleaded guilty
to two counts of firstdegree murder and also
tes ied against Bonin. A
fifth man arrested in the
case, William Ray Pugh,
18, faces a murder trial in
February in one of the
slayings.

Ruin
Mack

sive book."
"Pretty Smart Ideas
for the Homefront" also
suggests ways to save
money by using the
telephone, Orgill said.

Your discount parts supermart

The booklets are
available free at any
South Center Bell
PhoneCenter store, Orgill
said.

Two Psychiatrists Testify
COLUMBUS ( AP) -Two court-appointed
psychiatrists have
testified Julie Van Orden,
accused of killing former
Evansville Mayor
Russell Lloyd, was insane
when she shot him.
And Genna Lloyd, the
ex-mayor's widow,
testified for the prosecution Tuesday, the 10th
day of the trial.
Ms. Van Orden, 37,
pleaded innocent by
reason of insanity to
shooting Lloyd at his
home March 19, 1980. He
died two days later in an
Evansville hospital.
Before the
psychiatrists .testified
Tuesday, the defense had
Ms. Van Orden's statement, given police when
she was arrested the day
of the shooting, read in
court.
In the statement, Ms.
Van Orden denied
shooting Lloyd, claimed
she was the victim of a
plot and had been framed
in the shooting.
Then the two courtappointed psychiatrists,
Jon Holdread and Sherman Franz, testified Ms.
Van Orden suffered
paranoid schizophrenia
at the time of the shooting
and was unable to understand her action was
wrong.
Holdread and Franz,
both of Columbus, said
she had delusions of a
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government conspiracy
to take her property from
her,.to force her into prostitution and even to kill
her.
Franz said Ms. Van
Orden saw Lloyd as the
leader of "an intricate
and far-reaching conspiracy by Evansville
government officials to
ridicule and degrade her.
"The defendant had
one grandiose delusion in
which she felt during the
Iranian hostage situation
that she saw a placard being held up during a
demonstration outside
the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran with 'Julie' written on it," he recalled.
Franz said it was Ms.
Van Orden's interpretation that she would be exchanged for the hostages.
Both psychiatrists also
said it is possible for an
insane person to have
periods of normal and rational behavior but still
be unable to Meet the
legal definition of sanity.
Mrs. Lloyd testified
Tuesday' she was in bed
when Ms. Van Orden
came to the Lloyd home
early March 19. She said
she overheard Ms. Van
Orden complaining to the
former mayor about the

city hassling her over the
condemned home she was
trying to repair.
Mrs. Lloyd said she
heard her husband ask
the woman who she was
and say, -What do you
want me to do about it."
Mrs. Lloyd said the
woman, whom she never
saw, replied, "You have
to get Joe Freeman off
my back."
Freeman, who died last
December, was a
building inspector for the
city of Evansville and
had loaned Ms. Van
Orden $3,000 to make
home repairs, authorities
have said.
Mrs. Lloyd said that
before hearing two shots,
she heard her husband
ask the woman, "What
gives you the right to
barge into my house at
this time of the morning?"
By the time Mrs. Lloyd
rushed to the kitchen
where her husband lay
unconscious with bullet
wounds in his arm' and
neck, the assailant had fled,she said.
Outside the courtroom,
Mrs. Lloyd talked with
reporters about her husband's death.
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Lakers Fall In OT, 71-69

Pair Of23s Dominate Contest
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Dan Key and Andy
Gilland were a pair of 23s
in a swirling, blur of red,
white, blue and purple
Tuesday night, but both
were relatively easy to
find on the court at
Calloway County High.
To find one or the other
all anyone had to do was
look for the ball. Eventually Key for Calloway
or Gilland of Lone Oak
would put their hands on
it and — whoosh! — two
points.

Of the 140 points scored
in Lone Oak's 71-69 overtime victory, 66 were
tallied by the 23 twins,
Key and Gilland.
Gilland‘sided the Purple Flash from his guard
post with 18 first half
points, 18 more in the second, including all six of
Lone Oak's overtime
points, for a 36-point performance. He entered the
game with a 19 point
average in seven games.
Key, on the other hand,
was only the Lakers' second leading scorer,

averaging 15 points in
three contests, but he
doubled that output Tuesday night with 14 field
goals and a perfect two
for twofrom the line.
Lone Oak coach Steve
Speed offered this opinion
of the two players' performances, "Both 23s
were murder out there
tonight. That's the hottest
he (Key) has ever been
against us. And Gilland,
well, he's our best shooter
all right."
The Purple Flash rode
Gilland's aim and arm

throughout the game
which saw the visitors
pull away from a 16-16
first period tie to lead at
the half by seven,34-27.
Laker coach ehic Nute
assigned his best defensive player, Jeff Garrison, to the task of stopping Gilland, but the Flash
guard was not to be detained. Gilland went inside, pulled up outside,
shot from the top of the
key, the sideline," you
name it, he shot it from
there and usually made
it.
With :17 remaining in
the overtime, Gilland
shouldered the team's expectations and popped in
both ends of a one-andone bonus to clinch the
Lone Oak victory.
The Lakers conducted
a gallant comeback in the
fourth period, after trailing by as much as 13 in
the third period, to tie the
game at 54-all with 6:00 to
play.
The game teetered
back and forth until a
steal by Laker guard
Craig Darnell and his ensuing layup tied the game
at 65-all with :07 left in
regulation play.
In overtime Gilland
connected on two shots
from the foul line followed by the Lakers' Keith
Lovett hitting both ends
of a one-and-one bonus

and Darnell hitting a 15foot jumper to give CCHS
a 69-67 lead with less than
a minute to play.
Gilland missed a driving layup but came back
with an inside turnaround
shot to tie the game at 69.
Junior Laker guard 'Jeff
Butterworth then missed
both attempts of a twoshot foul(:52 left) and the
Purple Flash set up their
"Auburn delay-game
series" for a last shot.
"We were looking to get
the ball to Gilland with 12
seconds left and send
everybody else to the
baseline. Then he'd go
one-on-one for the
basket," explained
Speed. But a gold-plated
monkeywrench was
thrown into Speed's plans
when Garrison fouled
Gilland, sending him to
the line for two of his 10
points from the charity
stripe.
The Lakers still had 17
seconds to score, but a
pass from Key to Bryan
Tebbetts under the Laker
goal skidded out of
bounds with :04 showing
on the clock. The meeting
was the fourth time in the
last five that the two
teams had gone into overtime.
"And we've been a
loser every time," Nute
said shaking his head.
"We're just not thinking
winning basketball right

MAD SCRAMBLE — Lakers Craig Darnell (left) and
Keith Lovett (right) race for a loose ball, but the orb
escaped their grasp. The Lakers fell to Lone Oak in overtime,7149.
—Photo by Jim Rector
now. We keep having
these mental lapses. We
can't use inexperience for
an excuse anymore
because that's juniors
and seniors making
mistakes out there."
Both teams evened
their records Tuesday —
Lone Oak improving to 44 and CCHS falling to 2-2
with both losses coming
at home.

Laker 'assistant coach
Ed Armstrong said the
team was having trouble
"getting over the hump."
"Our football team got
over their hump in the
Union County game and
right now we need
something like,that to get
us on the winning track,"
Armstrong said. "We've
got the talent, there's no
doubt about that.. we just

need to get our heads
together," he added.
CCHS plays host again
Friday when
Palmersville Tenn.
visits the Laker gym. 9
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MHS Struggles Past St. Mary's 50-44,
Tiger Win Streak Increases To Four
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray High's 5044
win at St Mary's was "no
masterpiece," according
to Tiger coach Cary
Miller, but it went into the
win column along with
the other three Tiger victories this season
St Mary's, a 20-point
victor over the Tigers last
season, fell bebind by as
much as 11 in the first
period and appeared
destined for the short end
Of a -rout However, the
Tigers went cold and
were forced to struggle
for their fourth win in six
games
"We had the opportunity to put the game away
early but we had trouble
scoring We couldn't get

the ball to fall," Miller
explained
The cold shooting spree
in the second period carried over into the second
half as the Tigers could
only hit 27 percent from
the field in the third
period and scratched out
only 20 percent from the
field in the fourth
"If we hadn't
dominated the boards the
way we did (38 rebounds
to 22 for St Mary's) we
would have been in even
more trouble than we
were," Miller said
The key ingredient to
the Tiger victory, besides
the board domination,
boiled down to free throw
shooting
The Tigers were
perfect on 10 attempts

from the free throw line
in the fourth period, a
statistic Miller said saved
the game
"Down the stretch,
when we really had to
have it,- -our free thro*
shooting came through
for us We did a fine job of
free throw shooting, but
we weren't pleased with
the way we played otherwise," Miller said
MHS center Jim West
led all scorers and re-

bounders with a dozen in last game before the
each category His team- Christmas holidays.
"They (Trigg, are exmates Ronnie Pace and
David McMillen backed tremely quick, lightning
him up with 10 and nine fast, and they like to
press full court. It'll be an
points.
Viking starter Kerry interesting game. We'll
Boudreaux connected on have to be at our best to
five field goals to lead the beat them," Miller
hosts with 10 points while predicted.
The MHS-Trigg County
Kurt A verill, eight points,
begins with a junior
game
and Van Woeltz, seven
matchup at about
varsity
the
out
rounded
poi*,
6:30 p.m. A Tiger Booster
team's top scorers
Miller said he was Room will be operating
pleased with victory, before the varsity boys
deSpite his- team's -pour-- game and during
play, but he added that halftime of the varsity
the Tigers would have to contest.
MURRAY HIGH .511)
play much better to stay
W,',&6 0 5 12. Alex:m4er 10-06 I'.,,
in the ballgame with 1 4-4 10 *Millen 7 5-61 Wells 2 3-4 7
Mccuislon I 0-02, buil :2-24
Trigg County.
St MAKI'S 444i
Trigg County makes a
Smith 24 25. Aver ill 3220. Warli/tr 3
50-1 10 Colson 3 0-1 6.
fkitielreaux
1-17
visit to the Tigers' den Haas I (4-27 Hammett
22 26
Friday in the Murrayans' Halftime- 911-17. 21 I Mark .D6

NAME @RAND MERCHANDISE
PRICES
AT

DISCOUNT

TIGER.JUMPER — David McMillen (15), in action here against Hicianan
County, shows his jump-shot style that accounted for four of his nine points
against St.Mary's Tuesday night. McMillen was good on five of six free throws in
the Tigers'50-44 victory over St.Mary's.
—Photo by John Salerno

UNCLE LEE Will NO'
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OUT OF GIFT IDEAS?
Give An Uncle Lee's Gifttertificate.

No better time than now, during our Pre-Christmas Gift Certificate Sale.
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UNCLE LEE'S SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
(502)759-4492
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$15.00
$20.00
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Talented BradleyAwaits MSU,
Greene Utilizes Practice Break
Murray State coach
Ron Greene plans to take
full advantage of some
overdue practice time
this week as a much needed break in the Racers
rapid-fire schedule has
finally arrived.
Murray State, playing
its first seven games over
a 15-day period, will risk
its 5-2 record Saturday
(8:05 p.m.) at Bradley
before concluding the
pre-Christmas portion of
the schedule Dec. 21 at
Racer Arena against Ferris State.
Bradley qualifies as
one of the most talented
opponents on the Racer
schedule, according to
Greene.
"They may have the
best personnel of any
team we will face," said
Greene. "And they probably have one of the best
home court advantages of
any team in the country."
Bradley entered the
1981-82 season with a 38796 record in 32 years at
7,300-seat Robertson
Memorial Field House
and Braves Coach Dick
Versace headed into his
fourth year with a 36-8
home mark.
The Braves are led by
6-8 senior Mitchell "J.J."
Anderson, who averages
17.7 points and 11.2 rebounds. Bradley has two
other talented inside performers in 6-9 Donald
Reese and 6-7 David Thirdkill.
Murray State took the
final advantage three
times last week in a trio
of games that qualify as
among the most
emotionally-packed in
many years. The Racers

downed Notre Dame (5654), Akron (65-63) and
Youngstown (67-63) with
6-7 Ricky Hood and 6-6
Glen Green impressive
for Murray State.
"I'm looking forward to
some night when we can
have a blowout and win
by five or six points,"
smiled Greene. "I
thought we would be a

power basketball team ference player of the
but it appears we are a week honors. The 6-7
scratch and claw bunch." junior connected on 17 of
The Racers captured 28 field goal attempts
their second conference during the trio of games
win in come-from-behind with 42 points, 33 refashion, outscoring bounds and four blocked
Youngstown 24-6 during a shots.
Hood currently leads
10-minute spurt in the sethe
conference in field
cond half. "I had one person who has been coming goal percentage (.625),
to Murray State games rebounds (11.1) and is sefor 30 years tell me it was cond in blocked shots(6).
Green is first in the
the finest 10 minutes of inOVC
in assists (36) and
tensity from a Racer
team he had ever seen," also turned in an outstanding week, scoring 45
noted Greene.
points over three games.
"As a coaching staff we The 6-6 guard also hit five
felt it was one of the most of seven field goals in the
tremendous efforts we've second half against Notre
been associated with."
Dame and hit four key
Greene praised the per- free throws in the final 47
formance of Hood, who seconds in the
earned Ohio Valley Con- Youngstown win.

By NEIL McLAUGHLIN
Associated Press Writer
SPRINGFIELD, Ill.
(AP) — A judge says he
will rule by Jan.6 on a request that he throw out a
lawsuit aimed at blocking
a move by the Springfield
Redbirds of American
Association baseball to
Louisville.
Lawyers for the Redbirds on Tuesday asked
Circuit Judge John W.
Russell to toss out the
suit. Russell ordered
lawyers for the city and
Redbirds owner A. Ray
Smith to file written
arguments on the motion
before he makes the ruling.
If the suit is allowed to
stand, Russell said, hearings will be held on Jan.
11 to determine whether
Springfield is entitled to a
temporary order blocking the Redbirds from
playing in Louisville.
Springfield filed suit
earlier this month to stop
the Redbirds from playing home games
anywhere else through
1986, the final season of a
six-year contract Smith
signed with the city
before the 1981 season.

Both CCMS Roundball
Squads Notch Victories
Both Calloway County
Middle School basketball
teams notched wins Monday night when they
travelled to South Marshall.
The Lady Lakers ran
their record to 5-0 with a
25-9 pounding of their
hosts while the Lakers
took advantage of a third
quarter shutout to down
South Marshall,36-22.
Rhonda Lee came off
the bench to tally nine
points and three key rebounds. Backing Lee was
the five-point, five rebound support of Leeann
Lockhart.

Lady Laker coach Pete
O'Rourke said his team's
objective was to shut
down the scoring of South
Marshall's Kim Smith,
who was averaging 12
points per outing. Anita
Hill, assigned to covering
Smith, allowed her opponent to score only one
point the entire game.
The Lakers possessed a
slim, 17-16, advantage at
halftime and collaborated for a 19-6 output in the second half. A
stingy zone defense
prevented a single South
Marshall point in the
third period.

Save on all parts from ALL •PRO!
ALL-PRO
38-MONTH BATTERY

BOOSTER CABLES

$7.99

$31.99

12-FT.
GROUP
24-24F

Tony Bogard was the
winners' hot man with 13
points and a dozen rebounds. CCMS outrebounded South Marshall, 29-16.
Thursday Murray Middle School plays host to
both the Lakers and Lady
Lakers beginning with
the girls game at 6:30
p.m.

In the suit, Springfield
attorneys argue that the
city's image and
economy will suffer if the
Redbirds leave Illinois'
capital city.
They also contend
Smith owes the city
$290,000 for the balance of
his lease to play at a local
stadium and for his share
of improvements to the
Lanphier Park field.
League owners voted 71 Nov. 11 to ratify the
meeting would be held at "to get a four-hour jump Redbirds' move to KenLEXINGTON, Ky.
3
p.m. today. NO other or a six-hour jump or an tucky. Smith announced
(AP) — There is a growdetails
concerning the eight-hour jump."
he was moving the club
ing body of evidence inInstead, Claiborne following weeks of local
meeting
were given, but
dicating that Maryland
the fact that UK sports in- said, it should be left to speculation, during which
Coach Jerry Claiborne
formation
director the search committee to he repeatedly assured
would be named today as
Russell Rice relayed "make a decision and get area residents he did not
Kentucky's next football
news of the meeting to behind whoever they plan to move.
coach.
media outlets indicated it hire."
Springfield filed its suit
Should Claiborne, 53, after efforts to lure the
would probably deal with
The first solid hint
sports.
make the move, he would Iowa Oaks to Illinois procame Tuesday evening,
Claiborne had no com- be the second coach to ved unsuccessful.
when WTVQ-TV of Lexington met Claiborne at seeking a replacement ment for newsmen upon leave Maryland for KenThe Oaks, the Triple-A
tucky. Paul "Bear"
his arrival in Lexington.
Lexington's Blue Grass for the fired Fran Curci.
club of the Chicago
farm
In an interview appear- Bryant coached at
Also Tuesday night, UK
Field. Claiborne's arrival
Cubs,
were sold for
marked the second time President Dr. Otis irk in today's edition of Maryland in 1945 before $600,000 to a Des Moines
in a week he has traveled Singletary announced, The Courier-Journal, beginning an eight-year group on Dec. 4 and will
to Lexington. He was through a spokesman for Claiborne told sports stint at Kentucky that is remain in Iowa.
earlier interviewed by a the UK athletic depart- editor Billy Reed that the generally regarded as the
Kentucky backers of
search committee that is ment, that a "special" media should not attempt school's "golden era" of the Redbirds have been
football.
trying to raise $4.5
Claiborne, a native of million for improvements
Hopkinsville, was a star
to the Fairgrounds
for Bryant's early teams, Stadium in Louisville.
setting a school record
During arguments
with nine pass intercepPhone
Chestnut Street
tions as a senior in 1949. before Russell, Robert
That team finished 9-3, Heckenkamp, Smith's at753-2571
/laWatile
Murray, Ky.
.ArlD*414E STORE S
losing the Southeastern torney, said Springfield's
Conference title when the attempt to obtain an inonly points it surrendered' junction against the ball
in league play gave Ten- club is not valid.
He said that under the
nessee a 6-0 win.
Bryant, who called law,the city could only be
Claiborne "one of the entitled to cash damages
smartest players who if it were determined that
ever played for me," add- Smith violated the terms
ed the player to his Ken- of his lease. He said the
tucky coaching staff in courts do not have the
1952. Claiborne followed authority to order the
Bryant to Texas A&M in team to play in a particular city.
1953 as defensive coach.
Heckenkamp accused
Claiborne moved to
Missouri in 1957, but re- the city of forfeiting its
joined Bryant in 1958 at legal claims by failing to
Alabama. Claiborne got take action to halt the
his
first head coaching Redbirds' move before it
NEE
•.,.:‘..q0 1
MMUS'
job when he took over at occurred.
outoo
*sin
'31
•
OMNI fmsx SIMI=
ION :79905, Oen
.z
"What they're asking
Virginia Tech in 1961. In
IMO •nwm
Ink MOVA BOO WA
•M3
olPs
zomiw Bur vo.
•
10 years, his Tech teams this court to do, in effect,
ON,
MEM
*.erAp•Wit4-ev'
0.11111111111114,
4111111.01111%
is undo -what has been
were 61-37-2.
Fired at Tech in 1971, done," Heckenkamp
Claiborne spent a year as said.
Springfield attorney
assistant at Colorado
before taking the Fred Benson responded
Maryland job. The Ter- that while judges cannot
rapins, 7-25 in the three order a team or a player
previous seasons, to play in a particular ciKeep your home warm and
blossomed under ty, they can prohibit them
cozy every day for only a few
Claiborne. In 10 seasons, from playing anywhere
cents an hour. With a Kero-Sun"
Maryland was 77-38-3, in- else. That would have the
Portable Heater,you can turn
cluding seven bowl trips effect of giving Smith the
down the thermostat and cut
your fuel bills. .
and three Atlantic Coast option to play in SprKero-Sun kerosene heaters
Conference titles. ingfield or sit out the next
are portable-they need no elecMaryland was -4-6-1 last five years of his contract
tricity or chimney installation.
season, marking its first With the city, Benson
They are 99.9% fuel-efficient for
- _losing campaign under said.
odorless,smokeless operation.
- And Benson said the ciClaiborne. All eight Kero-Sun Portable
In its Tuesday editions, ty is not primarily inHeaters are U.L-listed. Battery
The Baltimore Evening terested in damages or
powered ignition system and autoSun reported that cash settlements with
matic shut-off device for extra
Claiborne would make Smith, but in providing
Dealers Name
Safety.See a demonstration today.
some $200,000 a year at Triple-A baseball in SprKentucky, 'including ingfield.
Benson acknowledged.
salary and fees for radio
, and television _ap! that city officials did not
KEROSUti• because you don't hove money to burn.
pearances. Claiborne lake any legal ictloil
now makes about $100,000 against Smith until the
at Maryland, the Iowa Oaks decr to
stay in Des Moines
newspaper said.
HAND ME DOWN — Lone Oak's Andy Gilland (23), who scored 36 points Tuesday night, gives Laker forward Jeff Garrison (33) an unwelcome hind with his
shot. Garrison was seeing action for the first time since he injured both thumbs
and was sidelined eight days ago.
—Photo by Jim Rector

Evidence Points To Claiborne
As Next Coach Of UK Wildcats

Murray Home & Auto
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Andretti Quits1982 Grand PrixCircuit
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
— The wear and tear of
seven years of transcontinental airplane
travel and a renewed
determination to win the
Indianapolis 500 without
any taint of controversy
has prompted Mario Andretti to quit the Formula
One Grand Prix circuit in
1982.
Andretti, the 1969 Indy
winner who went from second place to first place
and then back to second
in the wake of Bobby
Unser's successful appeal of a penalty in last
May's 500, said Tuesday
he will return to fulltirne
Indy-car competition
next season.
The 1981 Indianapolis
finish is unsettled,
however. The Automobile
Competition Committee
for the United States(ACCUS) will conduct a
preliminary hearing Jan.
15 in New York to decide
whether Andretti has a
basis to appeal the recent
U.S. Auto Club decision

that restored the victory
to Unser.
"My determination is
there," Andretti said in a
telephone interview Tuesday from his office in
Nazareth, Pa. This will
probably give me a more
clear mind, a clearer
shot, a more methodical
approach at Indy) than
in the past, where I was in
kind of a panic situation."
Andretti, who won the
Formula One driving
championship in 1978,
started racing on the
Grand Prix circuit in
earnest in 1975. But trying to fulfill commitments both in the
United States and abroad
was often difficult and
frequently put him at a
disadvantage because of
the conflicting schedules.
He was the fastest Indy
qualifier in 1976, but he
did it on the second
weekend of time trials
because of a schedule
conflict with the Monte
Carlo Grand Prix and
therefore had to start the
Indy race from the 19th
position.

18 Ft. Thos Highlands
19. Lou. Valley
20 Carlisle Co.

Pro Football
American Conference
Eastern Division
W L T PF PA
10 4 1 329 269
y-Miami
10 5 0 305 53
y-Buffalo
9 5 1 327 234
N.Y. Jets
New Englnd 2 13 0 301 347
1 14 0 238 512
Baltimore
Central Division
x-Cincinnati 11 I 0 391 276
8 7 0 336 276
6 9 0360 325
5 10 0 55 333
Western Division
10 5 0 237 54
Denver
9 6 0 455 380
San Diego
Kansas City 8 7 0 333 284
7 8 0 2E3 320
Oakland
HO 0206 367
Seattle
National Conference
Eastern Dion
12 3 0 357 264
1-Dallas
y-Philadelph 9 6 0 330 221
N Y. Giants 8 7 0 12 247
7 8 0 315 370
St. Louis
Washington 7 8 0 317 342
Central Division
1 7 0 330 302
Detroit
Green Bay 8 7 0 321 333
Tampa Bay 8 7 0 295 251
7 8 0 319 359
Minnesota
5 10 0 218 300
Clucago
Western Division
n-Sn Freesc 12 3 0 336 233
7 8 0 398 325
Atlanta
Los Angeles 6 9 0 2% 321
New Orlens 4 11 (4106 357
•.
Dchriched division title.
y-qualified for playoffs.
Saturday's Games
New York Jets 14, Cleveland 13
Detroit 45. Minnesota 7
Sunday's Games
Washington 38, Baltimore 14
Buffalo 19, New England 10
Cincinnati 17, Pittsburgh 10
Green Bay 35, New Orleans 7
New York Giants 20, St.Louis 10
San Diego 24. Tampa Bay M
Miami 17, Kansas City 7
Chicago 23, Oakland 6
San Francisco 28, Houston 6
Dallas 21, Philadelphia 10
Denver 21, Seattle 13
Monday's Game
Los Angeles 21, Atlanta 16
Saturday, December 19
Dallas at New York Giants
Buffalo at Miami
Sunday, December M
Denver at Chicago
Green Bay at New York Jets
Kansas City at Minnesota
St Louis at Philadelphia
Tampa Bay at Detroit
New England at Baltimore
San Francisco at New Orleans
Cincinnati at Atlanta
Cleveland at Seattle
Pittsburgh at Houston
Washington at Los Angeles
Haday, December 21
Oakland at San Diego
END REGULAR SEASON
Pittsburgh
Houston
Cleveland

Pct.
.700
.667
.633
.133
.067
.733
533
400
.333
667
600
533
467
323
800
.606
533
467
467
S13
il3
.530
467
.233
167
400
.267
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Bill Chambers of
William and Mary pulled
down 51 rebounds in a
itkasketbali game against
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Sunflower Save 30'

0

'.'Corn Meal ....

lb. bag $1 29

Seoltest Save 38`

BLUE
BONNE,'

99
59

Buttermilk

1 2 gal.
/

Coca Cola,7 Dip
T

Sealtest Save 16`

—

8 oz.

00

Sauce
16 Oz.8 Bottle Carton
Plus Deposit or Bottles

Margarine

Blue Bonnett

Ocean Spray Cranberry

ab or Sprite

16oz.21$1

Margarine)
Yellow quarters

Save 186

1 Lb.

$139j

Sweet Sue Chicken

College
Basketball

Frank Selvy of Furman
made 41 field goals in a
ketbaligne against:
Newberry in 1954.

Save 60'
C 320!.

i

New Steve Mears 7 a.m.-11

00
13% oz. 31$1

Save 116
Heavy Duty Reynolds

Wrap

18"Save 20 99C

s'4

Hein: Sweet Save 40'
Bakers Chocolate

Chips

12 oz. bog

Gherkins

$11 19

Pineapple
In Own Juice

_
Duncan Hines

79C

Cream

59`
$1

'h pint

Crackers .... 12 oz. pkg.

Excluding Angel Food
And Pudding

Save 16`

79c

Flav-O-Rich Pure
lb.$1 89

89

Limit 2

Save 406

Empire Mondrin
Save 13'

Oranges.

Cons

Lux Save 116

Liquid

Fluffy
Brown N Serve

Contac

c
799̀

$1 29
99`
$184
$398

•

ugar

49c

10 caps.

Oil of

Olay

Colonial
Powdered

22 oz.

Reg.$2.99 Save $1.15

Rolls
Save

Flar-O-Rich

Nabisco Ritz Save 16'

$1 29
13 oz

2 Pkgs.

09

14 oz.

Whipping

Kellogg's Rice

Butter

1

$ 1 29

Coconut

4 oz. 2Cons
/
83

Krispies

16oz.$

Bakers Angel Flake 35' Off

Dole Save 116

Lb Box

4 oz.

Reg.$5.99 Save $2.01

MEAT DEPT.

1
1

Fresh Lean Family Pock 3 Lbs. or More

Ground Beef

FROZEN FOODS
Pet Ritz

Pie Shells
Topping

2 in pkg.5
9C

7spc

Birds Eye Cool Whip

8 oz.

Tropic Isle Fresh Grated

2

Coconut

$1 00
I
Pkg.

Banquet Fried

C

10 pc. heat n serve 2 lb.$

hicken

New Green4

89

PRODUCE
lb. 1 Soc

Cabbage
Red Ripe

Inavitoes
Coconuts
Tangerines
Fresh

Texas

.49`
59C

Butterball
Young Tender Self Basted
Hyde Park 16 to 22 Lb. Avg. Turkeys
79' Lb Up

Turkeys

Lb.
Field's Whole
Hog Pork

Hens

c
469

Lb.

Sausage
$g 39
Lb.

Picnics
ReeHoca
Sweetendo
Boneless
4 to6 Lb. Avg.

Hams
*1 99
AIN\

AMP.

VAILABLE

Miracle Whip 4°-

1C3

Broth

Pete Maravich, the
Louisiana State basketball great, averaged U.S
points per game in 1970.

Kroft

-low Overhead Alvan las,Irk's"

Also receiving votes: Ashland,
Ashland Fairview, Betsy Layne,
Calloway Co., Clinton Co., Erlanger
Lloyd, Franklin Co., Glasgow, Grayson
Co., Harrodsburg, Hopkinsville, Lea.
Catholic, Lex.Lafayette, Lea. Tates
Creek, Lincoln Co.. Lou. Ballard, Lou.
Central, Lou. Eastern, Lou. Iroquois,
Lou. Southern, Loxes, Mason
Co.,Mayfield, McCreary Co., M.C.
Napier, Middlesboro, Paducah
Tilghman,Pulaski Co., Warren Central.

Basketball

301 Mope Street
Murray, Kentucky

SUPER MARKET d
ib

32
25
2:1

EAST RUTHERFORD,
N.J. (AP) — Secondseeded Chris Evert Lloyd
outlasted Pam Shsiver
and top-seeded Martina
Navratilova stopped
Mima Jausovec of
Yugoslavia in the opening
round of the eight-player
double elimination
$250,000 Toyota Tennis
Championships at the
Meadowlands Arena.
Lloyd came from
behind to beat the fifthseeded Shriver 3-6, 7-6,6-3
and Navratilova downed
Jausovec 6-2,6-4.
In other matches,
Tracy Austin, seeded
third, crushed eighthseeded Virginia Ruzici of
Romania 6-1, 6-1, and Andrea Jaeger, No.4,
defeated sixth-seeded
Hana Mandlikova of
Czechoslovakia 6-4,6-1.
SYDNEY, Australia
(AP) — Ilie Nastase of
Argentina upset Peter
McNamara of Australia
6-2, 6-4 in the first round
of the $125,000 New South
Wales Open.
In other action, Fritz
Buehning topped Russell
Simpson of New Zealand
1-6, 6-3, 7-6; while
Australia's Phil Dent
defeated Martin Davis 61,6-2,

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
Monday December 21, 1981
2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

141p 65?*43$1 625$S1 637$$$ot

II

Tennis

Cordially Invites Clients 8.
Other Friends To Their

1.2

cli
etatad

EAST
Harvard 77, New Hampshire 73
Long Island U 90, Pace 74
Manhattan 68,St. Francis, N Y 59
Massachusetts 82, Bentley 68
Rider 69, Loyola, Md.53
Vermont 74, Dartmouth 65
West Virginia 113. Wis.-Superior 54
SOUTH
Alabama St. 85, Livuigston 76
Jacksonville St 88, Valdosta St 71
Marshall 84, Furman 74
Ohio St. 61,&Alabama 58
South Florida 57, 111.-Ou . Circle 48
Tennessee St. 84, Mississippi Valley
73
MIDWEST
DePaul 88, W.Michigan 46
Loyola, Ill. 79, Toledo 70
Michigan St. 49, Wm.-Green Bay 48,
OT
SOUTHWEST
Houston 74. Cal-Santa Barbara a
Texas-El Paso 65, Abilene Chris. 49
FAR WEST
Bngham Young 63, Weber St. 55
C,al-Irvine 91, Loyola,Calif. 80
New Mexico St. 105, N.Mex.Highlands
87

Certified Public Accountants

years when he decided to time for me to come back
race instead at Monte and start enjoying racing
stateside."
Carlo.
Andretti finished seThis past year, while
Andretti was competing cond to Unser in the Indy
in Belgium, Wally Dallen- 500 last May 24. But the
bach came out of retire- next day he was awarded
ment to qualify Andretti's first place after Unser
car in eighth position. was penalized one lap for
When Andretti returned, illegally passing cars
he again had to start at during a yellow caution
period. A USAC panel
the rear of the pack.
He said his decision later ruled the penalty.
also was influenced by was too severe and
the feeling "it was just restored Unser's victory.

In 1978, after rain washed out the first weekend
of qualifications at Indianapolis, Andretti had
to let Mike Hiss qualify
his car because he was
competing in Belgium.
Hiss was the 12th-fastest
qualifier, but when Andretti replaced him as
driver in the race, he had
to start 33rd.
The next year, Andretti
missed Indy altogether
for the first time in 15

SCOREBOARD

(forniertY Richordson Tre,,othon A. Howe)

Field's Sliced
Slob

Bacon
Lb.

99C

I

'201. Lee's Aged
Cavalry

Hams
$179

lb
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Airman Participates
In Navy Cruise
Aboard USS America
Navy Airman ApprenDuring the seven-

Introducinga

tice John D.
Litzenberger, Jr., a crew
member aboard the aircraft carrier USS
America, homeported in
Norfolk, Va., has returned from an extended
deployment to Indian
Ocean, according to a
release from Fleet Home
Town News Center, Norfolk, Va.

Buy either a full-size Hamlet or a smaller half Hamlet,
send in the label with the coupon below, and get a
dollar back. It's a real savings on this tender-cured,
hickory-smoked ham that is perfect as a main course
or on sandwiches. And it's pre-cooked and
boneless so it's ready to serve. Pick up
y9ur Hamlet today, save a dollar
and enjoy real old-fashioned
ham flavor.

THE ACES
"The injuries we do, and
those we suffer, are seldom
weighed in the same
balance." —
Charles
Simmons.

$100REBATE

when you buy a
Fischer's full-size
or half Hamlet

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Send the label from a Fischer s lull-size Hamlet or half Hamlet to Fischer's $I
Rebate P 0
Box 2253 Maple Plain MN 55348 Coupon must include a zip code and only one
rebate's
allowed per househoid or address No facsimiles .11 be accepted Allow
6-8 weeks for processing Void where prohibited taxed or restricted Otter expires February 16
1982

the Bacon-makid people

MLT12
ATTACH LABEL and MAIL

ola6

114 "IL it it %fit
4•

°%

4b

•

i"
low

gir an 4)V.

month cruise, the
America participated in
several training exercises involving units of U.
S. Sixth and Seventh
Fleets and those of allied
nations.
Litzenberger joined the
Navy in October 1980. His
wife, Brenda, is the
daughter of Doris Conner, Oxford Drive.

■i0 /fa
4";
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HUCK'

000
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FOOD STORES

Today's interesting small
slam was played in the 1981
European Champioiasips,
Hungary vs. Great Britain.
The Hungarian declarer
overlooked an elusive safety
play while John Collings of
London found the play to
make the slam. Cover the
East-West cards with your
thumbs and plan your play
at six spades.
When played by Hungary.
dummy's club ace won and
the ace and queen of trumps
were cashed, leaving the
spade king in dummy as an
entry to the diamonds. His
plan guarded against a 5-1
break which would prevent
the run of the diamonds if
all the trumps were,drawn.
Horrors! When declarer
tried to cash the diamond
king before leading a third
spade. West niffed and the
slam went one away.
John Collings, armed with
more information from the
bidding, chose a safer line
Dummy's club ace won and
the spade ace dropped
East's jack. Knowing there
was length in hearts and
clubs on his left (West's
double), Collings led a heart
at trick three. West won but
there was no defense. A club
was ruffed, and a heart was
ruffed in dummy with the
king. Next the trumps were
drawn and declarer claimed
12 tricks (six spades, a heart
ruff, the club ace and four
top diamonds).
An unusual and dramatic
piety play by Colliasts.

IRA G. CORN, JR.
NORTH
12- I 6- A
•A K 5
•6
•AQJI0 7 5
#A 8 2

er,

,m
Soon

Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for. our opening. These prices go bock to the
good old days.

'Fran.

La's

POTATO
CHIPS
7
4
;

pot
DEPOSIT

(
;
11,111

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Children
(Children 11 yrs. of age & under)

980
,
,
Y,

Perms(For The Holiday?

— SHOP OUR —
— EVERDAY LOW PRICES —
— QUICK — EASY — CONVENIENT —

TROPICANA ORME MICE(32 Oa)
SIKEETNEART 061111ASINNO MID(22 Oz.)..
PERU MAO (NsIT Oil)
61'
TIDE LANE SUE(20 )

On/y53°R!$9.00
Only$4"

Reg. $10.00 .

MOTOR
OIL

HOT OR COLD

,

Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women

,

EMPIRE STATE

HAM & CHEESE
SANDWICHES

.
re

No Appointment Necessary
Shampoo Cut & Style For Men

110ST
STORES
FEATVRE
SEU SERVICE
OASOUNE
AT
COMPETITIVE
MIICES

MUCK'S

IIIMIIIM

IMMINNIMMIMID

bis'eliOa
- At

128

chairmen in conjunction
with the annual meeting
of the Association of
American Geographers,
Southeast Division, in
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 24.
Participating in the
"Atlanta Compact" were
Dr. Neil Weber, Department of Geosciences,
Murray State University;
Dr. Stanley Brunn,
Department of
Geography, Morehead
State University; Dr.
William Dakan, Department of Geography,
Morehead State University; Dr. William Dakan,
Department of
Geography, University of
Louisville; Dr. Wayne
Hoffman, Department of
Geography and Geology,
Western Kentucky
University; And Dr. Ron
Marionneaux, Department of Geography and
Planning, Eastern Kentucky University.
Besides drawing upon
the resources of six
departments, the consortium will have access
to the Geographical
Studies and Research
Center at Eastern Kentucky, the Cartographic
Lab at the University of
Kentucky, the MidAmerica Remote Sensing
Center at Murray State
and the Kentucky
Climate Center at
Western Kentucky.

4

SPECIAL PRICES START MONDAY - DEC.14

R.C.
COLA

University Programs Form
Geographical Consortium

Geography programs
of six major universities
in the Commonwealth, inWEST
EAST
cluding
Murray State
+643
#J
University, have formed
•A 14 JA.5.2
•4 3
•- - 41986432
the Kentucky Geo•J 10 9 7 6
#KQ5 4
graphical Consortium.
SOUTH
This marks the first
•Q 10 9 8 7 2
•K J 9 8 7
time in Kentucky that a
•K
university academic
+3
discipline has formed a
Vulnerable Both Dealer
continuing statewide
South The bidding
cooperative network. The
overall purpose of the
South
West
North East
Pass
Pass
1*
Pass
organization is to proI*
Dbl
Rdbl
24
mote a greater degree of
2*
3+
4*
Pass
49
cooperation in
Pass
6*
All
pass
geographic instruction,
service
and research.
Opening lead Club jack
More specifically, the objectives are:
However, when East drops
1. To recognize,
the trump jack singleton,
Collings had reason enough strengthen and capitalize
to guard against the actual upon each department's
distribution.
unique skills, expert*,
facilities and programs.
Bid with Corn
2. To collaborate in providing statewide
South holds: 12-16-B
technical assistance to
(16 AK5
the commonwealth.
V6
3. To cooperate in the
•A QJ 1075
improvement of
*A 8 2
geographic education at
all
levels of the Comsouth
North
monwealth education
1*
1*
system.
4. To promote joint
ANSWER: Three clubs.
Strong enough to jump shift. grant proposals
The final contract will prob- whenever feasible.
ably be in spades or
5. To cooperate in studiamonds, depending on
dent
placement and inpartner's rebid.
ternships.
Send bndge questions to The Aces.
The idea for the conPG Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225.
sortium came out of a
with sell-addressed. stamped,envelope
for reply.
meeting of departmental

tex-

SUPER SPECIALS
8 PAK -- 16 Oz

PET OF THE WEEK — The Humane Society has
this two-year-old tiger striped male cat named
"Tom" who needs a home. He is gentle and nice and
available for adoption at the Calloway County
Animal Shelter at 103 E. Sycamore. For further information call 759-4141.

e

Only$2Oke0
g. $500
Only $21°°
(Includes Cut & Style)
Reg. 27.50

This is our way of introducing our family to yours.

WOO SODA (16 01)
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP
KELU011 RICE KRISMES
MAR(5 II. 114.)

ft
234
1•3'

Vale-ash.cSaire
the original Family Haircutters

II

We've got locations coast-to-coast, and one near you!

rE RESERVE
TM( RICHT

TO Uply
OVA/Mrifs

FOOD STORES
01:0

"Nucrs WILL BE OPEN
Oak
11
s_ Ve 4t'
• IN
sr 4)

m.11
1,1 / 0
1
•160

%is f
%up

ALL DAY CHRISTMAS DAY"
k

•A,

Cb
so

a ow

Hrs: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Thurs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-0542
2619 H C Mattis Drive, Paducah
Owned & Operated By Tom & Yvonne Key
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'Border Anger Helps Poor
MATAMOROS, Mexico
(AP)— Dozens of women
and children waited for
more than an hour outside a compound of ramshackle wood and cardboard buildings for the
blue and white van to pull
Inside was a tall, whitehaired man clad in pajamas and a white jacket.
The waiting crowd
eagerly cleared a path for
him As he slowly walked
toward them
"Buenos dias," some of
them told 87-year-old
Frank Ferree as they
shook his hand reverently.
Ferree, nicknamed the
"Border Angel" by local
residents, had returned
with another supply of
white bread, donuts, fruit
and vegetables for some
300 improverished
families in this Mexican
border town, across the
river from Brownsville,
Texas.
"They like to see me,"
he said, surrounded by
smiling faces. "They
think I've come back
from the tomb."
Ferree suffered a heart
attack last year but has
resumed his trips, four
times a week, to
distribute food, clothing
and medicine to the poor
here and in Reynosa,
another Mexican border
town.
"I'm getting stronger,"
he said. "I couldn't stop if
I tried."
Despite his age and
more than a half-century
of jobs across the coun-

try, Ferre, a native of
Valentine, Neb , continues his full-time
welfare work.
During World War I, he
ran communication lines
on the Western Front in
France and marched into
Germany with the occupationforces.
After the war he
delivered mail on
horseback and lived in
several states. before
moving to Harlingen,
Texas,in the 1940s.
One day while working
as a surveyor along the
Rio Grande, he noticed
field workers eating
scraps discarded by his
crew.
He said that incident
led him to start
distributing food to the
poor on both sides of the
border. He founded
Volunteer Border Relief
/
in 1956.
--)
"Thirty or 46 years ago,
it used to be the cotton
pickers here and across
the border who were suffering," he said.."Now
it's the families who have
moved to the border from
the interior of Mexico.
They want to come over
(to the United States) "
Ferree and several fulltime volunteers rely on
contributions and
donated food and
clothing. No one receives
a salary, and Ferree lives
on his veterans' pension
of$481 a month.
"It's going to be a
beautiful day for a lot of
people," Ferree said one
morning before a recent

trip to Mexico, 30 miles
away. Beside his chair
was a worn copy of Billy
Graham's book, "Angels
— God's Secret Agents."
Two Dallas men
donated the van he uses
to collect and distribute
goods.
Before driving to Mexico, Ferree and his
volunteers stopped at a
grocery and a bakery for
last minute donations of
day-old products and partially spoiled fruit and
vegetables.
Unemployment runs at
30 percent in Matamoros,
a city of 200,000 residents.
Many families live in
primitive conditions,
without indoor plumbing
or electricity.
Barefoot children stopped their games to stare
at the van coming down
the dirt road to a distribution center built with
funds provided by a
Matamoros industrialist.
They recognized the blueeyed, elderly man and
raced off to stand in line
for a sweet handout.
After the supplies were
unloaded, Ferree sat
behind a table to quietly
oversee the operation.
The few men waiting
come through first, taking a loaf of bread and
some potato chips.
Next come the
children, some old
enough to attend school.
One of Ferree's helpers
-says the families cannot
afford to pay the onetime, public school
registration fee of a few
dollars.

Each child gets a fried
pie,donut or cupcake.
Women with families at
home line up next, taking
bread, some vegetables
or fruit and potato chips.
The meager fare,along
with some pinto beans, is
likely all they will have
until the van comes
again,Ferree said.
He also hears many
hard luck stories. A
young mother and two
children lost their home
in a fire, another woman
says, pointing to the unfortunate family. A thin,
young man says he cannot pay a doctor to treat
him for tuberculosis.
Ferree deals with these
cases individually, giving
additional food, referrals
to friendly doctors and,in
a few instances,cash.
After passing out food
to approximately 300
families, Ferree and his
volunteers take a woman
and her two children to a
local pharmacy to buy a
special infant formula for
her sick baby.
When he gets back
home, Ferree sends a
volunteer to buy burn
medicine not available in
Mexico for a young child
who was burned in a fire.
The worker takes a bus
back to Matamoros to
deliver it.
In his mail that day,
Ferree finds a $100 check
from a man in Tonawanda, N.Y. and a $25 contribution from Houston.
"Isn't that nice," he
says. "And they don't
even know us."

Inspectors Look For Cause Of Blast
WHITWELL, Tenn.
(AP) — Federal inspectors have begun an intensive search through a
southeast Tennessee coal
mine in hopes of finding a
clue to the cause of a
blast that killed 13 men in
the state's worst mining
disaster in 70 years.
Four teams totaling
about 30 employees of the
federal Mine Safety and
Health Administration
began their underground
probe Tuesday, a week
after the fatal blast ripped Tennessee Consolidated Coal Co.'s No.
21 mine. Officials have
said about 35 miners were
inside the Whitwell Mountain tunnel when the explosion occurred.
John McGrath, an
MSHA spokesman in the
agency's information office at Arlington, Va.,
said Tuesday the investigators would probably continue their
underground probe for at
least one more day.
He and Frank O'Gorman, another agency
spokesman,said Tuesday
they had no progress
reports to make,although
they said there were no
indications of any major
problems.
John Parish, press
secretary to Gov. Lamar
Alexander, has agreed
with some miners that an
accumulation of methane
gas within the mine caused the explosion.
McGrath has said the investigators will be ex-

amining all possible
causes, including
methane.
MSHA spokesmen have
said it could be two months or more before the
agency, part of the U.S.
Department of Labor,
finally concludes what
caused the explosion —
Tennessee's worst mine
disaster since 84 miners
were killed Dec. 9, 1911,
at Briceville.
Miners returned to
work at other Tennessee
Consolidated mines Monday, after the firm closed
down operations over the
weekend so the miners
and company officials
could attend the victims'
funerals. The company
owns Grundy Mining Co.,
which operates the mine.
The four MSHA teams,
aided by company officials and miners, are
assi:ned to investigate

four areas — the explosion and fire, the mine's
electrical system, its ventilation system and rockdusting. Federal regulations require mine
operators to spread noncombustible rock dust on
mine surfaces to reduce
accumulation of coal
dust, which causes the
"black lung" respiratory
ailment and can be explosive in sufficient
amounts.
MSHA spokesmen have
declined to discuss air
samples that investigators have been
taking from the mine in
recent days, testing for
dangerous gases including methane and carbon monoxide. The
spokesmen would say only that federal officials
considered the mine safe
enough to enter.
A funeral ho

employee who helped
prepare the victims'
bodies said cigarettes
and lighters were taken
from their bodies. But
there have been no indications that cigarettes
were being smoked in the
mine when the blast occurred or that they contributed to it.
MSHA spokesmen have
declined to discuss the
smoking materials, saying they cannot comment
because the matter would
be included in the investigation. McGrath
said federal law forbids
miners to bring smoking
materials into the mines.
It was the third fatal
mine accident in Appalachian coalfields
within five days. A Dec. 3
mine roof collapse killed
three miners at Bergoo,
W.Va., and a mine explosion killed eight Others.

NATHAN'S
209 N. Poplar
Now Serving Fish
Daily H a m til Closing

LE tr,3 el
LAST MINUTE GIFT IDEAS
BAKES!
ROASTS!
FRYS!
AND MORE!

WOWSIND.
.••••• ••••••••

*On

West Bend
vsi Skillet Ovals
nvecrtion Plus
Save time in the
convection cooking Circulating hot

STOP!
SHOP!
SAVE!

kitchen with
air browns
food evenly and cooks quickly Sakes. roasts, grills, fry, and more Super size skillet and Silverstone finish I 59.4506

Peat bath. Deane Foot NEVINEI N
providessoothing
heat and massage,
or heat atone.

2995
Sale

4'4*
Buy
Sportsman'
and Receive
"Nugget" Knife FREE!

1588
ris a Car,
Piz a Meal
1962 Melees Repair Manual
covers 2300 models of U.S.
cars front 1976 Se 1902.Easyto-use instructioris HMI hovele pictures, diagrams, and
over 300 quick check spec
charts. And, with the purchase of the Melees Repair
Manual, you'll receive FREE
the Good Housekeeping
Cookbook. 810 pages with
3,000 recipes. 72641111

23
95
Sale
Imperial Knife Gift Set
Both knives have hardwood handles, lock
backs,solid brass bolsters and stainless steel
blades The "Sportsman" includes a leather
sheath Both are packed in a gift box and
include a full 25-yr warranty 619-4096

Christmas
Clearance Prices

All NEW!

Wearae

On All
Stereos In
Stock!
Huge
Savings!
Sale
2
99
Christmas Tree Stand
Heavy'metal holder with 4" ring for large trunks
Red baked enamel pan green legs 288-0516

CHARLIE
BROWN

APARAWA0,,
, ,, J11

KIDS!
Get Your FREE
Movie Tickets Here
Adult Must Accompany
When Picking Up
Tickets. See Ad In Wed.'s
Ledger & Times

Atari TV Gams
Cartridges

ell os.A
c>i`st°

20%
All Atari and
Activsion
Cortridges
In Stock'

642-4718
Nathan Vick Owner

Ky..Lake-Fresh

/1111N011111BN

Catfish

Also Serving

Served With Hushpuppies
Slow, White Beans, and Salad

$395

SHOPPING

All You Can
Eat Only

Steaks &
Chops

Soundesign CompleteI
Home Stereo System

Stereo receiver with cassette player /recorder,8,neck player
and record changer plus wide range speakers 204-0574

/49
88
Sale
Gun Cabinet

Warm tone hrckory vinyl veneer finish Sturdy construction
Tempered glass doors 3-way lock 6 gun capacity 22" high
24" wide, I11 deep 265 1455.

OPEN
CHRISTMAS
EVE
9 to 6
CLOSED
CHRISTMAS
DAY
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

9

95Sals

181
/
2 Is 1111
/
2 x72"

Coat and
Hat Tree
Decorate your entry and
save vOludbl* closer' This popular'
spoce
coot and ft'of free has
beautiful walnut finish
Good for scarves and
umbrellas, too. 255
3758

7S3-1916
We Will Send A Christmas
Card Just In Time To
Announce Your Gift]

AVAILABLE

COAST TO COAST HARDWARE
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HWY.641 N.
753-8604

8:30 to 9
Mon.-Sot.
1 to 6Sun.

PAC" 6-B THE SR Hit AI ,

v..LEDGEK 41 TIMES, Virdneaday.Decenaber 16.19111

FRESH PRODUCE
FOR LESS
(Plesistise) idp• Fresk

PINEAPPLE kw
113.116.1 1111.14li ilsdlem Yob*

ONIONS

'
3 LB N.69

Fw Moo

R-4

EAGLE
BRAND
MILK
140z.

WWI CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

CNECH-ORT BOONS CERTIFICATE
3 Diamond

Ptairio Forms Bucket

Oro SO Hem Ws

ICE
CREAM

POTATO
WEDGES

2"

Gation$

49

11A111111
1601Mwevr

32,) 959

12'3,89'

pmly
SOUR
CREAM

goi59s

Prooly Farotiroth

Big John's
Deli & Bakery

EGG NOG
MIX

SWEET
PICKLES
CHICKEN
BROTH
CROUTETTES

Galion

DINNER
ROLLS

ROLLS 12
/
5
9c

ROUR

549

CHICKEN$

/14oAls'

DINNER...

S LB.

YOU'LL PAY LESS AT Bid JO
WE RESERVE TNE RIONT TO wort oumu

nis

13 I 0233
'

70,79'

light And Fluffy Potato

FAMILY

HELL M ANN S

12in SI
"

Sole Sue

POTATODINNER

POWDERED
SUGAR

3,, 0= 89'

Holfotz Whola

WHIPPED
TOPPING

DISH

303 Can

io

I*. Pork

D.

Showboat Cat

YAMS

CHERRIES

SMOKED
OYSTERS

1259'

I' -‘(.1-. 7-B 1HE MI BHA). Ky., LEAMAN

TI MILS, edurscliq . Drerruher hi. 14111

QUALITY MEATS
FOR LESS!
'VOW'

SAUSAGE

NOBODY HAS LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN

iModj2440*

•••••

Efate aholo Or Stook Wolf 111-24 LI J

SMOKED HAMS
Ewes

(ltairoa '1")

SEMI-BONELESS HAMS Ls 8149
Gra& A Largo

thryow's "Awls

EGGS

COUNTRY HAMS
Trod Grads lUousbo Psi

FRYER BREAST

ts 8129

Tyloo &ado A Jowl* Poi

Ls89e

FRYER THIGHS
Troo Grids A hobo Poi

FRYER DRUMSTICKS

L$.99

WIENERS
Mr.. Woovor's
PIMENTO SPREAD
emoy W.Stab (I Ul Or lien)
SLICED BACON

orl 09

%Oho

Dom

14 01 $149

NEW LOW PRICES
1114151

NOD Park

MIRACLE WHIP 32 oi si33

CHERRY PIE

Hume

Kraft

2..99s

FRENCH
DRESSING

2101$1"

46 Park Wholo

s 79

GREEN BEANS 303 c4.53s

P4/40 Pork

4USTARD
Do woe
CATSUP
I

sin

32 0z

Posher Label

Wow

GRAHAM
CRACKERS

TEA BAGS
$401794

COCONUT
um,& Nen
MUSHROOMS
MARSHMALLOWS

oz99$
4O59
I0 oz49'

FINISH

35 0: $156

Libby

TOMATO
JUICE

891

46 0:

140:$139

Mod

o19

SALT

u

PEPPER

4oi59

Law!
BUTTER

Palotto4 Nowt

GELATIN
ittot
AMERICAN
SINGLES

how Loki

HONEY

Dielneashor Powder
Raked

too*429

0

30194

$499
I tlt

Wawa

CINNAMON
ROLLS
**Pad
-OLEO PATTIES

INSTANT
COFFEE

10 07

$397

WE RESERVE Till RIGHT TO 1.104IT OUMMIES

ALUMINUM
FOIL

„sr
Big John will
be closed
Chrishnas Day
so that our
Employees may
spend this special
clay with their
families..

LII 09
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Firemen Puzzled About Barge Fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A gasoline-fed
fire that refuses to
cooperate with
firefighters has officials
puzzling over how to end
the week-old inferno.
An attempt to extinguish the burning
gasoline barge was abandoned Tuesday night
after a new blaze erupted
along the shore of the
Ohio River, some 75 river
miles downstream from
Louisville, according to
Lt. Lou Farrell, information officer for the Coast
Guard.
A meeting was scheduled today to discuss further strategy.
Farrell said that some
gasoline spilled from the
barge and triggered a
new fire, which was
quickly extinguished, but
nonetheless prompted officials to let the barge
continue to burn overnight.
Specialists ftom Boots
VOLUNTEERS HONORED — Volunteer workers at the Murray
-Calloway
County Hospital recently were honored with a Christmas tea.
The hospital currently has 78 volunteers, under the direction of Ruth Eversmeyer.
In line at the
serving table are (from left) Daniel Holtzclaw, head of physical
therapy; and
Gela Valentine and Sue Wicker, both volunteers.

Police
Awarded

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Cdmpensated
5 Charts
9 Weaken
12 Assistant
13 Leave out
14 Stalemate
15 Inclined
17 Preposition
18 Mountain on
Crete
19 Gold and
silver
alloy
21 Pertaining to
punishment
23 Frightens
suddenly
27 Silver symbol
28 Talk idly
29 Spider's trap
31 Resort
34 Diphthong
35 Weight of
India
37 Mt Blanc.
•Q

39 Teutonic
deity
40 Decade
42 Small rug
44 Got up
46 And Lat
48 Downpours
50 Insects
53 Christmas
carol
54 Conducted
55 French article
57 Makes suitabte
61 Number
62 Too bad'
64 Mountain
lake
65 Small lump
66 Gasp
67Lamb'spen
name

DOWN
1 Dance
Me1:1
2 Be ill
3 Wedding
words
4 Leaves
5 Pattern
6 Pail of to be
7 Fruit seed
8 Halt
9 Con men's
- tricks
10 Verdi opera
11 Toll
16 Hold in
high
regard
20 Sea gull
22 Per person.
Abbr
23 Blemish
24 Ash, for one
25 Cooled lava
26 Red or Coral
30 Proclaimed
loudly
32 Nuisance

Answer to Tuesday's Punk

VC CC COO=
MUM C101120100
CU COMO COM
EICIC CCM CC
CUOU0013 LC
CCM
CCM CC
0 CUE CVO CIO
0 MCC
MOW
CC OCUU0WEI
CC MCOU COO
COO CLEM CU
=COM EICOEICC
UMCCIC CC CCU
33 War god
36 Rodent
38 Church
dignitary
41 Wanted
43 Heavy weight
45 - — a clear
day "
47 Bye
49 Dinner treat

50 Outpouring
51 Singer Horne
52 Strike
56 Guido note
58 Crony
59 Prefix with
corn or pod
60 Nahoor
sheep
63 Article

10
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THINK
ABOUT THIS,
CHARLIE
BROWN..

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Salt Lake City Police
Chief E.L. Willoughby
has presented awards to
30 Cincinnati-area police
officers for their work in
the probe that led to the
conviction of Joseph Paul
Franklin.
Franklin was found
guilty of the sniper slayings of two black joggers
in a Salt Lake City park.
Cincinnati Police Chief
Myron Leistler, who
received one of the ribbonsf said that Franklin
is still wanted in conncection with the June 8, 1980,
sniper slayings of Dante
Evens Brown and Darrell
Lane in Cincinnati.
Willoughby commended Cincinnati detective
IA. Donald Byrd and his
homicide staff, as well as
Florence, Ky., police officer Dennis Collins, who
arrested Franklin on
Sept. 25, 1980.
Franklin escaped from
the Florence police station but later was caught.
Willoughby said that
the Cincinnati police provided valuable investigative work in the
case.

SOMETIMES PEOPLE
vtAYBE YOU'RE THE KINC)
ACTUALLY CATCH COLDS
WHO'S AFRAil, TO ALLOW
HIMSELF TO GET UPSET_
JUST BECAUSE OF SOME
-0 SEVERE FRUSTRATION
OR DISAPPOINTMENT...

--y

HE
WOULDN'T
EAT AT

awS

•••`

4
.15

FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — After promoting
highway construction and
improvements for the
past 35 years, the Kentucky Better Roads is
folding its tent.
Vear Mann, the council's executive director,
said he is resigning Dec.
31 and that the council
has decided to ciscontinue its activities.
"It has been a pleasure
to serve the council, but I
don't feel that I can continue in this post and
watch the steady decline
of the Bureau of
Highways," Mann said
Tuesday.
He said the council will
keep its corporate identity because "they might
need it sometime."
William M. Cox, a
Madisonville trucking executive, is president of
the council, which has
had membership ranging
from 100 to 200, according

NEW YORK (AP) —
CBS News has announced
a major facelift for its
sleepy "Morning" program: The soft wake-up
nudge from Charles
Kuralt will be replaced
by a more dynamic
alarm from Bill Kurtis.
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THEN I STARTED PUTTING HIS
FOOD IN THE GARBAGE 50 HE'LL
THINK HE'S FOUND IT.

4.4

WHO ARE YOU ORPERING
AROUND, LIEUTENANT?

to the rudder."
Montgomery was a
crew member on the
towboat Mark Shurdira,
which had been running a
mile or so behind the
Bruce Brown at the time
of the collision.
Mark Shurden Capt.'
Ralph Gustayson confirmed Montgomeryli
testimony, saying thr
Bruce Brown had asked
for the Mark Shurden%
welding equipment.
2
He said Capt. Michael
Ehrler of the Bruce
Brown called the night
after the collision and
"said he had a linkage
problem on his flanking
rudder" — used in backing and sideways
movements of a vessel.
He said the Bruce
Brown captain told him
the steering "was getting
harder to handle."
It was unclear from the
testimony when the steering problem first occurred.

to Mann.
The council was formed
in 1945 to campaign for
the proposed "Good
Roads" constitutional
amendment which voters
approved that year.
The amendment earmarked all motor vehicle
license and excise taxes
for roads. Until then,
legislatures sometimes
would divert part of such
receipts to other agencies.
The council then campaigned successfully for
three 'road bond issues
totaling $329 million during the 1950s and 1960s.
Mann said most
members were representatives of road-building
and related industries,
but that bankers and industrial leaders
throughout the state also
were on the rolls.
The general outlook for
highways has fallen on
hard times, Mann in-

dicated.
He said the Bureau of
Highways, part of the
state Transportation
Department, "is in sad
shape financially as well
as from a morale standpoint. Engineers are not
essential to the new
management"
Before reorganization,
the Transportation
Department was called
the state Highway
Department and once
comprised more than
one-third of all state
employees. It now accounts for fewer than onefourth.
Mann said the , recent
step of appointing
managers for the state's
12 highway deistricts is
another blow to efficient
operations.
"It clips the wings of
the district engineers,
who now take orders
from the managers," he
said. "It's a reversion to

the old days when politicians were named
district highway commissioners."
Two engineering
organizations contend the
manager setup violates
state law and merit
system regulations.
The state Personnel
Board, which had approved the reorganization,
decided last week to conduct a preliminary inquiry into those allegations.
Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts
has defended the new
system and said he
welcomes the inquiry.
Mann painted a bleak
picture of the highway
outlook in Kentucky.
He said that although
road tax revenue for this
fiscal year might reach
$350 million, much of the
money would go
elsewhere.
Mann said $80 million

would be sent to counties
for them to spend money
directly on roads, $30
million would go for nonroad divsions in
Transportation, $54
million to amortize,
maintain and operate toll
parkways and $18 million
to pay off general
highway bonds.
"This leaves only $186
million to administer,
maintain and project new
highways," Mann said.
"New taxes are needed."
Mann said that recent
adjustment of revenue
bonds to permit issuance
of $300 million for
highways "is like borrowing money to buy
groceries."
Mann has been a state
employee and worked
with Louisville and Lexington automobile dabs.
He, became executive
director of the Better
Roads Council 16 years
ago.

Kurtis, the news anchorman for WBBM in
Chicago, will join current
"Morning" co-anchor
Diane Sawyer in March,
CBS said Tuesday.
Kuralt stays as anchor
for CBS' "Sunday Morning" broadcast and also
will contribute to the
"CBS Evening News With
Dan Rather" as an
essayist. Before accepting the morning studio
assignments. Kuralt did
popular weekly "On the,
Road" features for the
nightly news.

In a related change,
George Merlis replaces
Shad Northshield as executive producer of
"Morning." Merlis had
been executive producer
of ABC's "Good Morning
America" when it surpassed NBC's "Today" in
the ratings in 1980.
"Morning," always a
distant third, fell further
behind when it went to 90
minutes Sept. 28. The
poor satings signaled a
change, and "Morning"
was one of Van Gordon
Sauter's key targets
when he became CBS

News' deputy president
Nov. 23. He orchestrated
major production personnel changes on the
"Evening News" earlier
this month.
Sauter, who will
become news president
when William Leonard
retires next spring, said
Kuralt's return to the
"Evening News" has no
effect on Bill Moyers,
who serves as commentator and analyst for that
broadeast.
Kurtis, who reportedly
earns $800,000 as
Chicago's most popular

news figure, was also
considered a possible
replacement for host
Tom Brokaw on "Tod a y ." But Bryant
Gumbel got the job.
Kurtis has done CBS
"Newsbreaks" for the
network and has been a
summer substitute on
"Morning." He also
received national attention when he produced
and anchored "Watching
the— Watchdog" for
WBBM, which attacked a
segment of ABC's "20-20"
on arson in Chicago.

Gambling Operation in Two States

KSP Receives Betting Evidence
BELLEVUE, Ky.(AP)
— Evidence in a two-state
football betting card
operation has been turned over to the Kentucky
State Police Special Investigtions Unit.
"We really don't have
the manpower to investigate this any further, said Hal Soew, commander of the Northern
Kentucky Narcotics Unit
which, with the Cincin-

•
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VO(•IT STEP \
i-IERE, SIR...
WATCH
PIPE.'

rels of furnace oil spilled
into the water.
Two Fort Dearborn
barges caught fire. The
fire on one, containing
21,000 barrels of diesel
fuel, was extinguished
Friday and the remaining
oil was pumped from that
barge Sunday.
Meanwhile, a Coast
Guard hearing on the accident continued Tuesday
in Louisville. One witness
testified that the Bruce
Brown, one of the
towboats involved in the
collision that led to the
fire, was experiencing
steering problems a day
or two later.
James Montgomery,
relief engineer on another
towboat, said he was sent
to the Bruce Brown a day
or two after the collision
to weld "a pin on the
steering mechanism."
Montgomery said he
knew from years of working on towboats that it
was part of the "linkage

Chicago Newsman To Replace Kuralt

bolo

pc- a

around the barge, Farrell
said.
As water entered portions of the barge,
gasoline flowed into the
river around the barge,
''creating a very
dangerous situation for
the men on the barge," he
said.
The river was closed to
traffic Tuesday, but there
was no backlog of barge
tows since the Coast
Guard began permitting
alternating one-way traffic.
The barge, from the
tow of the Fort Dearborn,
contained 30,000 barrels
of gasoline when the Fort
Dearborn and Bruce
Brown tows collided last
Wednesday.
On the Bruce Brown,
only the lead barge was
damaged. It broke away
from the tow with one of
its fuel compartments
ruptured and burning.
The fire burned itself out
later, but about 1,000 bar-

State Road Council To Discontinue

,R
r
HOW 15 THE STRAY
DOG YOU TOOK IN?

and Coots Inc. of Houston
had met earlier Tuesday
with Coast Guard Cmdr.
Anthony Alejandro, captain of the port of
Louisville, and local
firefighters to plan the
latest attempt to put out
the fire.
-They specialize in difficult and complex
firefighting situations,"
Farrell said of the Texas
firm.
It was thought the crew
had finally killed the
stubborn fire Tuesday
afternoon, but it flared up
once again,Farrell said.
Earlier effors had been
postponed when
firefighters found signs
that the fire was seriously
weakening the metal of
the barge. Firefighters
from Mount Vernon, Ind.,
who were on the barge
early Tuesday said that
cracks occurred where
cool water hit the hot
metal, and some sections
gave way as they moved

ler unma loan SOW.. •*.

PRETEN47 TO BE LOOKING
AT SOMETHING SO 1-4E
CAN PULL Ti-tAT BOARp
OFF His si-ioe

nati police vice squad, un- working factories, offices
covered the operation.
and shopping centers on
Four persons were ar- both sides of the Ohio
rested in Cincinnati and River.
the narcotics unit raided
E DG EWOOD, Ky.
the Emerald Chili Parlor
in Bellevue over the ( AP) — The Dixie
Heights Marching Band
weekend.
will participate in the
Police seized 2,500 betWorlds Fair in Knoxville,
ting slips and nearly
Tenn., May 4-5.
$3,000 cash.
The school board apPolice said the opera- proved the trip on Montion had some 75 runners day and band boosters

were raising the $10,000
needed for the trip.
Gary Whitis, band
director, said 135 band
members will make the
trip and will play "My
Old Kentucky Home"
among other selections.
Scot Tillery, entertainment manager of the fair,
said at least four Kentucky high school bands
will be invited to per'
form.
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YES WY I WONT NEED 10
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OPENING IN JANUARY

SLEEPY HOLLOW INFANT
DAY CARE CENTER

GOOR00..XLIU ARE A
DE5PiCABLE• MAN.TELL THE5E
KIDS TO FOLLOW YOU.

Ages— Birth TO 2 Years
Located 110 N. 12th St.
Owners & Operators

"p.
y
f

"PHAsircw

cw ROUGH-

1,VECA"- 0113 JUAC,/F

AWNG.

Sheila Cohoon
Penny Morgan
753-2813
753-0806
Call For Application
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2. NOTICE
$25 Free groceries
given by World Book
Childcraft Register at
Big Johns Saturday Dec
12 1981.

Mock mod Too, Mole
Monne is Money
Area. toward offered
for informotioa.

opy ond icStorotoon
try u

Carter
Studio
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Chuck's Music
Murray, Ky.

Murray Leather
Store

•
•

•
•

DixilemlShwa,Cotter
•
•

Open Every Day
Until Christmas

•
•

*Custom Mode Leather Gifts..
*Block Powder Clothing
•
•

*Rifle Slings, Belts, Hats
•
•

*Wallets, Billfolds
*Ladies Purses

•
•

We repair.anything made
of leather

•
•

•
•

759-9633
•

•

west • Ten
650 acre
nessee farm. 600 herd
feeder pig operation,
100 head cow herd, 200
acre row crop. Send
resume to Terra Farm
P 0 Box 1059 Paris, In
38242.

Lost

EXPERIENall
SECRETARY

753829a

Female roommate
wanted to share two
bedroom house. Call 753
9245.
For sale country ham.
435-4162.
For unit Christmas gift
finish your shopping at
Main St. House. Anti
ques and collectibles.
602 Main.
Grisham Steel Security
storm doors for protection,
decoration and
insulation. For details
call Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.
Mirrors For Christms
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do
picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. Install auto glass, window
glass and plate glass.
Repair storm windows,
storm doors and patio
door glass. M & G Glass
816 Coldwater Road.
753-0180 or 753-2798.
Protect your home.
Install a Grisham adjustable steel security
door. Adjust to fit doors
30" to 42" wide. Also for
6" patio door& Easy to
install. Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.

7S3-6977

•Customary office duties plus
financial and administrative
responsibilities
•Opportunites in
interpersonal
relationships
with public
•Salary
negotiable
•Please send
complete
resume to P. 0.
Box 1040 E. Murray, Ky. 42071

%

Lost: Black and tan
male Doberman in
Murray area. Reward
offered for any in
formation Call 753 6977

6. HELP WANTED
$180 Per Week Part
Time at Home. Web
ster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages,
experience unnecessary. Call 1 - 716-842-6000.
Ext. 5112.

61 liii In I liii

PURDOM'S
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC,
CADILLAC

4

4
41979 Oldsmobile Delta%
Salemans Samples. All 048, 4 door diesel
one4
new spring 1982 sportswear and dresses. %owner, local
car.
Sizes 9-10, 10 and 14 only.

Room 153,
Murray
Holir'ay ,Inn,
Friday
Dec 11 and Saturday
Dec 12.9 am to 6 pm.
Santa Suite Rental Mr:
Tuxedo 3)0 East Main
759-4073.
Save energy. Buy in sulating water heater
•
blankets for gas and ti•-•
electric water heaters.
Murray Lumber Co, 104
Maple St.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
log
quality child care and
educational .pkograms
6.HELP WAtflia.. SITUATIONWANTED
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
Counter person. Ex- Will clean houses
number of children are
perience preferred, not Mon.-Fri. Dependable
now available. 1503 required. Inquire in and honest. References
Stadium View Dr. 753person at Boone's Inc. on request. Phone 436
5616.
9356.
605 Main.
Visit Hazel Kentucky AnRepresentive. Would you 14. WANT TSILLy
...
tique Mall. Open 5 days a
like to represent the naweek.9-5. Sunday 1-5.
tion's largest builder of WANTED. Baby shoes
to be bronzed. Call
individually built,
Watkins specials. Black
1-443-5926 from 8 a.m. to
custom constructed
pepper, vanilla, men
10 p.m. We pick up your
thol camphor ointment. homes? We will train you shoes and give
you a
to call on our prospects. If
Trevor or Geraldine
receipt.
you are an honest, agMathis 753-8284.
gressive,
go getter, Want to buy junk cars.
3. CAEDQF T ANKS this is an opportunity to Call 474 8838 after Som.
get in on the ground floor.
HOME FURNISHINGS
Straight commission or
The family of William
salary
For sale 3 piece living
plus
commission
Diuguid wish to express
position available. Multi- room set and recliner.
their sincere thanks and
million dollar ad cam- 753-6930.
appreciation to everyone
paign opens the door for Traditional style
who sent cards and
you. Excellent advance- Broyhill sofa $275, home
flowers and to their famiment opportunities. Fr- entertainment center
ly and friendS_ during
inge benefits-for-salaried $150. Catf after 5pm.
their time of sorrow.
employees include: stock 159-1831.
The Family.
purchase investment,
life and hospitalization in- FARM EQUIPMENT
5. LOST & FOUND
surance, profit sharing 766 International TracBlack female Austrian program. If you are this tor, chiesel plow, 4 row
Shepard. Has grey feet person and you are ready planter. 489 2425.
and willing to talk to
and no tail. Wearing a
SPORTS EQUIPMENt
red and black collar. home building prospects,
contact
us
imReward offered. Would
Ithaca 20 guage pump gun
previous callers please mediately. Jim Walter with two barrels. High
Homes,
Inc.
1Phone
call again. 753-8099 or
standard 20 guage
442 7368. An Equal Op753-0227.
automatic, 243 rifle. Call
portunity Employer
753 1208.

1980 Model AMC Con-4
4corde, 4 door sedan
one owner
low%
Ramileage like new.
4
ot 1406 W. Main

753-5315*

ft 1 115 616Ike

22. MUSICAL

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
free Delivery is Prestriptiees in Ofy Units
..•••••••

•

Vernon's
Western Store.
Olympic

A UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY
BE YOUR )
OWN BOSS

•

$10.00 Gift certificate on Men or Women's Boots
Use Now or Later

•

Kenny Rogers Jeans

•

Men & Women

Levi Jeans
men's sl5.95
Womens and Misses 23.95

•

•
•

Students-94"
Children 92.95
• ••

•
•

U. 2 pair outdoor shoe
skates size 3 and 6 SS
pair. Phone 753 7546
between 8 30am
and
3pm.only.
Firewood Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436 27511
Firewood. Seasoned oak
and hickory. Will cut to
order. Bulk rates
available. Call 753 7300
or 753 7585
Fork lifts new and used
Complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need
a lift give us a call
502'247.4069.
kland crochet afghan and
quilt tops. Call 753-6379.
Kingwood wood burning
stove. Burns less than 1
rick of wood. Like new.
Call 753-7869.
Manual hospital bed.
Call 753-0645 after 4:30.
Rent a fluffy furry
Santa Suite from the
Kappa Depatment and
surprise someone this
Christmas. Call
7538233.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753'8536.
Sears sewing machine,
12 built in stitches, 30
cams, $175. Call 753 9424
between 5 and 6 pm
weekdays. Anytime
Saturdays.
Slabs for sale bundled
or banded. You haul or
we will . haul in 10Ib.
bundle lots. Call
Shomaker Lumber Co.
McKenzie, Tn. 901 352
5777, 7 to 5. After 5,
901 352 3632 also
sawdust.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502 247
1461 or 247 5961 after
7:30 pm.
Wood cut to order. Any
size or any length. $20. a
rick delivered and
ricked up. Call 435 4425
or 755-0297.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call 489 2101 or
489-2231.

26. TV RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES
1971 Richardson, 12 x
6
0
two bedrooms, central
air and gas heat. tin furnished. 753 3142
daytime. After 5 pm
753-8854.
Fo-r Tale 1970 'T2'65
trailerwith extra 8x12
pull out room. 14x35
deck, underpinned, has
central heat and air.
$6000. 753-3815 or 435
4546.
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in
Puryear. Two bedroom
completely furnished.
Sale price $7, 000. Rent
$200 monthly plus de
posit. 901 247 5357.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

Two bedroom trailer, 10
x 55. East of Alm°. Call
753-3320.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer.
1 and one half miles east
of Murray. $125. per
month plus deposit.
753 8928.
Trailer for rent. 2
bedroom near Murray.
Responsible party to No pets. 489.2611.
take op pirmostts so Two bedroom trailer, 10
x 55. 2 miles Northeast
like mow pions.
of Almo. Call 753 3320.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray No pets
Nice. 489 2611.
Two bedroom trailer.
23. EXTERMINATING' $130. month, $100. deposit. Out 94E. 753 0659.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Water and garb
age pickup furnished
$100 month plus deposit.
Call 753 6534

WANTED

Plaza
FREE

n•-•.

CAR STEREO
Pioneer,
Kenwood,
Marantz,
Mitsubishi,
Sanyo. Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753 0113

Starting in business as the owneroperator of a Montgomery Word Catalog
Soles Agency and profit from Word's
trusted, Century old reputation the first
day. We're looking for soles agents ambitious, husband-wife teams with on urge
to reach out on their own, and we may
hve the opportunity you're looking for
It you ore willing to accept responsiqility in return for a future in your own
business we'd like to talk about yotir per_ song!,qualifications and give you more
details about our_plans: Write today to: - --

G.T. Champion
2101 East Kemper Rd.
Sharonville, Ohio 45265

One Complete Group of

Dress Slacks, Leather Vests,
Jackets,Shirts, Coats etc.
/
1 3 Off
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
•

n• •

CLAYTONS
753-7S7S

BUSINESS RENTALS

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Kees 7H-3914

24 MISCELLANEOUS

310

24 MISCELLANEO S ipilf.4.11121111.
Beginners guitar $12..
Murray jacket size 20 •
MINI
S12..
25 boys winter
shirts size 11 20 525, 2
Wersissese
childrens Karate suits
Storer Spats
size small and medium
$S each,
battery
Fee Rest
operated Electro Shot
753.4718
target game by. Marx

6. HELP WANT E_D

Got toady Fel Thu
%Noy Season
Rental Suggestions: Santa CJous
Suits

•

RENT
house _ in

One bedroom
Lakeway Shores Partly
furnished water fur
nished Call 153 6123
Three bedroom house in
Alma Heights $275 per
month Call 753 1411
Three bedroom house.
large kitchen. stove and
refrigerator furnished,
washer hookup
carpeted Less then one
mile from Kentucky
Lake 1225 Plus deposit
Water included 442 3a77

HOUSES FOR

RE N

I!wee
Ai m° 11:7
:
1 erri
l IS

at

CJ

753 14
"

Two bedroom house
Panorama Shores
Partty furnished SW a
month References pt
deposit required (a.
7536253
3? APTS FOR RN
Well insulated.
I av,
one hall Story how,
near Murray. 94 Eat.,
Brand new 2 bedroom
duplex in Northwood
Cook stove,
built
cabinets, utility room
Central heat and air
$150 Married couple.
carpeteo,
patio and
carport Refrigerator.
No pets References
Three bedroom house Deposit ts3 tssi
stove, dishwasher, dis
located near hospital
posal, and washeraryer
refrigerator.
Stove,
37 LIVESTOCK
hookup Extra cabinets
dishwasher,
disposal,
SUPPLIES
and closet space No
washer dryer $235 a
children No pets $200
month. 1100 deposit Appaloosa Gelding.
Deposit $285 month
years old
IS hand.
753 5044
Call 753 3018 alter
Two bedroom furnished Goes well under Emit's^
8:00pm
house in country Gar and Western tack S70i
Efficiency one or two
den spot and water Call Denise at 767 6554
bedrooms Zimmerman
Arabian Horses for SA
furnished 753 7671
Apts S 16th 753 6609
or lease
Mares
Two bedroom cottage.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
geidincis
iii age
hying MOT,
kitchen
duplex with Jorge
full bath
Located at Terms rf needed 751
closets on Northwood
Paris Landing on the 6126
Dr. Deposit No pets
Coast Guard road $125 One 16 hand, S year old
753 0814
gaited, Pinto mare, or
per month plus
53
Furnished one bedroom Deposit
required 436 one 7 year ow. 15 hand.
po
apartment near down
gaited, sorrel gelding
town Murray. Call 753
Two bedroom,
gas Both gentle enough tor
409 or 4367841
young riders but
ft
,
I
a
e
spirited enough for
Furnished 1.bedroom washer dryer hook up.
apartment near down carpeted 503 S 6th seasoned riders
Your
town Murray. Call 753 1150 per month
Cali choice for $800 Cali
753 0224 after s 30or
4109 or 436 2841.
362 8063 after 6pm
weekends
Nice furnished one be
tlroom apartment In
4.04* :a* *
quire 100$. 13th St.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment
Partial
41
utilities paid No pets- $90
Call 753 9741.
ogi"
be.
AOne bedroom furnished
apartment. Partial
Al
utilities paid 5140 per
month. No pets Call
MICRON/AF
753-9741.
OVEN PRICED TO Sill OUP
One bedroom furnished
apartment No children
or pets Call 753 3913
al"
after 5 00pm_
One or 2 bedroom
Al
apartments for rent at "ai-•
Embassy Apts Call
753 35300r 753 4331
One room efficiency
apartment. $90. Located
at corner of 16th and
Olive streets across
from University. Call
753 4793.
Small furnished apart
ment Private $90 No
children. No pets. See at
4+urtpiirttT
407 S 8th, Murray. Three bedroom Adownstairs apartment at
V
1602 Miller. Available 41
January 1st. Call 753 2403
after 4 pm.
Two I bedroom fur
nished apartments
Priced reasonable Call
753 3593 or 753 1505
Two bedroom apart %yr Hwy.
753-44711
641 N.
ment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dis
;
6*->s4 la* 'A+
hwasher,
disposal,
washer and dryer
i4 .4.2
7.1
1
aKit,
4
hookup. air, carpet No
pets One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month
Call
/53 2622 or 753 3865
radit iimal Wedding Rtote
Two bedroom furnished
or unfurnished apart
ment. 753-8730 -before 5
pm. 753-6965 after 5 pm
Two bedroom apart
ment for rent. 403 N. 3rd
St. Plenty of parking. 2
driveways. Inquire at
403 N. 3rd. St.
Two bedroom du • le
newly decorat
guie
area near univesity.
$210 monthly. 153-8096.
Two bedroom upstairs
AP1.11
•to•••.•• I
apartment. Near
downtown
Call 753 46-45 in
afternoon.
Two or three bedfoom
THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
furnished apartment on
As you begin a iiletimp together your beautifully
Olive Street. No pets
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
Lease and deposit. Call
of the lore you sham They are superbly styled in
753 9208 after 4pm.
•••••

0‘
. is t

.

0") g

soo*

•
•

West Ky.
Appliance Ctr.
6,

•

•

•

•

•

O.'

•

Keepsake

We manage property
for others Have two
garage apartments also
two furnished mobile
homes Coleman Real
Estate 753 9898

&pant 14 carat geld Keeplaatt matched wedding
rings ere designed to plootte every prtes•ble taste
from classic to conternoOrary to avant dankt
and
to assure lasting priclp and satisiection

Furches Jewelry

Nee ism*

MUI-CAL

APARTMENTS
1, g 3 lenses win Iron
1165.00 NI sit Hoficum1 it liewly roe
stociW costal Masi ad ot.
omelet kW* sooklmi
Office How No in. 9-00
1240 DesNor6vool DI
Non It
S01-159-4914
tosel %Om Ottorlootv
33 ROOMS FOR RENT
Boys Large private
room with kitchen
facilities,
half block
from Campus. Call_
753 1342.
Rooms for Rent. One
block ,from University.
753 1812or 753 6033

34 HOUSES FOR RENT
AAA CUSTOM MADE
C-ABIPSE TS,
Nice two bedroom brick
bo'okCases,
with large utility room,
music_ .zenters--_-:_erc.
dryer,
re
asashor,
Reasonable. 436 2566.
frigerator,
air con
ital. Mob
Firewood for sale. 753
, ditioner, shady lot and
783-11211 •
3523.
garden spot. Married
couples oniy Reasona
Firewood. Seasongd or
ble rent for young
unseasoned. S25.kricli Building, 1360 sq It.
delivered. Call 136 2741 formerly occupied by couple with proper re
ferenres
after Spm
Dishes N Things,
in
Firewood for sale. Dixieland Shopping 492 8594 after 6-pm
Seasoned oak and Center on Chestnut. The Addle Jones house
Itteevey • • V3g!--3--evrt-----ewy-s-- s *44-44-3,--74-30,-night.,
nights. 751 1018.
dehvered. 436 MI.

Merrily lentil .
Soles
Center

HOUSES FOR

le We *We
e•

al•ii

Nunn Kv
••

,-1 40 44 .-44

75).2115
••

t.

e41 -4 4I el 4 .4 it ..•14

1\ai.esti.4741,41e-P-aol
ti2---41.024-05Open
Sunday

Low Overhead
No High Rent To Pay
Lets Us Sell
For Less
Check Our Prices On

Pioneer
Car
Stere
os
Expert Service & Installation
WORLD OF
SOUND
222 S. 12th
753-5865
Arimf.-Ea. -7.411-nr.4,tsiNum•
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46. HOMES FOR SAL
Assumable and affordable. Like new 2
bedroom with great
room, lots of cabinets in
the kitchen. Garage,
heat pump, fenced in
yard. Call Owner at
7531469 or Shroat
Waldrop Realty
759-1707.
Brick Duplex one block
from University. $42,500.
Will sell each apartment
for 522,500. 759-1074, 7532649.
New three bedroom, 2
baths, built in appliances. Must sell $30,000.
Call 4892670.
One and a half story, 2
acres, Ashley wood
heater. Will sell, lease
or rent. You must see
this one. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898,

47. MOTORCYCLES
1980 Yamaha 400 Special
with mag wheelt, wind
iammer, custom seat,
luggage carrier, electronic ignition. If your
looking for a bike, look at
this one. $1,200. Call 5278372.

MOTORVICLgS

49. USEDCARS

1978 Odyssey 250cc. 1974 Ford Station WI
$700. Call 345-2718.
gon. Drives good, new
inside. $575 or best
49. USED CARS
offer. 753 9672.
1974 Toyota Corolla
19 7 2 Da tson
Mechanically good, Deluxe. Excellent con
new painted
body rough. Call 753,7869. dition,
racing stripes,
dark
1973 Chevrolet Impala. tinted
windows, 37, 000
73, 000 actual miles.
actual miles, good gas
753-8.451,
David Hill mileage. $1500.
firm.
after 5pm.
Call Sal 753 6527 or
1973 Volkswagon Bus. 753-9101.
Rebuilt engine, AM-FM
radio. $2, 175. Good
condition. Must sell.
753-1289.
1974 Chevy El Camino
wrecked. $150. Call
492-8345
1 980 T a n,

FOR
SALE

1900 Model AM
Concorde 4 door
sedan, one owner,
low mileage, like
new.

Purdom
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Moils Street
733.3313

Volkswogon Robbitt, 4 door lift
bock. Hos diesel
motor for good gas
mileage, front
wheel drive, area
Car, one owner,
low miles. Very
clean.

PARKER
FORD
701 Main
753-5273
1963 Ford Fairlane. 21
miles per gallon, good
condition. 437-4945.
1970 Olds 98 convertible,
collectors item,
gold
with white top. Excellent condition, extra
clean, original top, 52,
000 actual miles, one
owner. White leather
Interior, 6 way power
seats. For convertible
lovers. Anxious to sell.
Call 753-6500 after 5p.m.

For
Sale
1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
look Vane MIMI

Twin Lakes
Office Products
314 Aleie
753-0123
••
•
•
••
As•:"ASiatiatko •••

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,300.
Call 7534821 attar 5

31E
49 UTt'D CARS

SERVICES OFFERED
1975 Comet. 4 door, 302 SURPLUS CARS,
engine,
power steer JEEPS AND TRUCKS Need work on your
NOW AVAILABLE thru trees? Topping, prunair,
good condition. local Government ing, shaping, complete
Sales, call 1-7)4 569 0241 removal and more. Call
753-9181 or 753-8124.
BOVER'S TREE
1976 Cadillac Seville. for your directory on
SERVICE for ProSilver on silver, 42, 000 how to purchase Open
fessional tree care.
miles, loaded. Call 753 24 hours
753-8536.
74.41 or 753-8218.
SERVICES OFFERED Professional
1976 Corvette,
paperhanging, paincustomized. Call 753ting,
ROOFING
4320 or 759 4647.
farm buildings, top,
BUILT-UP SHINGLES
1976 Mercury Monarch.
sides, commercial or
Roforoaciss. All work
4 door, power, air,
residential. Call
guaranteed. Free
automatic. Call
Tremon Farris.
Estimates. Coll 759489-2285.
759-1987.
1059
or 753.6581.
1976 Toyato Wagon.
Remodeling-Home ReGood condition, 78. 000
pair. Quality work,
miles. $3000. 759-4137.
APPLIANCE SER
guaranteed, free esKENMORE,
1976 tan Monte Carlo. VICE,
timates and consultaWHIRL
POOL
and tion. G. B. Gargus
$2500. or best offer. Call
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 753 0285.
767 2548.
experie
nce.
1977 white Grand Prix yearS
ALCOA ALUMINUM
Bobby Hopper,
Bob's
with red top,
low Appliance
SIDING or vinyl siding
Service,
203
S
mileage, excellent condi
and trim. Aluminum
5th. 753 4872 or 753 8886.
t
i
o
n
trim for brick houses.
,
Alexander
Septic
Tank Jack Glover 753-1873.
loaded, $3250. Call 436Cleaning. Vacuum
2682 after 5p.m.
MOBILE HOME AN1978 Z28 Camero. Black cleaned from your CHORS underpinning,
With gold pin stripes, air driveway. Industrial, roof's sealed,
patio
residential,
or com- awnings,
conditioned,
console,
and house
mercial
24
.
hour
automatic, tilt wheel,
type roofs for mobile
power doors, brand new service. Call 753-5933.
homes. 753-1873 Jack
Al)
your
plumbing and Glover.
tires, $5000. Also stereo
system $700. Call anytime air conditioning needs. Carpenter,
paneling,
Also do carpentry, painMon.-Fri. 762 2218.
ting, roof - etc. 30 years ex50 USED TR&JCKS
ing and concrete. All perience. 436-2253.
Concrete block and
1971 Dodge Window work done to satisfac- brick work.
20 years
tion.
153-2211.
Van. V-8, automatic,
experience. Free esradio, like new. •
timates. Call 753-5476.
Aluminum. Service
Michelin 16.5 x 8.00 steel
Don't put off getting
radials,
carpeted(dark
aluminum aed
your favorite sofa or
green), excellent considing, custom trim chair reupholstered
dition. 436-5610.
work. References. .Call because of the long wait
1974 Ford pickup with
for its return. We offer
-Witi Ed Bailey, 753- one
utility bed on it and
week servie. Also
ladder rack. Call 753°689.
take advantage of our
8335.
year end special. Say
K & K STUMP REMO
1977 Ford pickup. 302,
you saw this ad and
VAL. Do you need stumps save $50. on any sofa
automatic, new tires,
new silver paint, 59, 000 removed from your yard and chair combination.
or land cleared of Bill's Upholstery 104 S.
miles. $3000. 753-3387.
1979 Ford F 150 Ranger. stumps? We can re- 13th.
4 wheel drive, lock in move stumps up to 24 Tree trimming
and
lock out hubs,
auto- inches below the, removal,
hedges and
ground, leaving only
matic, power steering,
shrubs.
Firewood.
Call
sawdust and chips. Call
power brakes, radio,
753-5176.
33, 000 actual mites. for tree estima-tes. SobGENERAL HOME
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
$4800. Call 753-4016.
REPAIR, 15 years exKemp Jr 435-4319.
80 GMC Van Conver
perience. Carpentry,
sion. Fully customized Roofing Hot Tar and concrete, , plumbing,
gravel
roofs. Ask about
with refrigerator, sink,
roofing and siding. NO
stereo, couch (converts 5 year guarantee. Roofs JOB TOO SMALL. Free
coated cold or hot
into bed), rally wheels,
etimates. Days 474-2359,
custom paint and cap - applications, shingle nights: 474-2276.
a
i
n
s roofs removed and re
chairs,
13, 000 miles. placed. Complete roof Asphalt driveways and
and decking removed parking lots sealed by
Reply to 753-5014.
and replaced.Roll roof- Sears. For free
Surplus Jeeps, Cars,
ing, fiberglass shirfgles estimates call 753-2310.
and Trucks available.
installed on straight Automobile machanic
Many sell for under
4x12 roof $33.50. Labor wiJI do work on auto
$200. Call 312-7421143
and material. All work matic and all gasoline
Ext. 2641, for informaguaranteed. The Pro- engined trucks. All work
tion on how to purchase.
fessionals Yates Roofo
n
Truck and 200 amp. ing Co, 1-642-0158. Call guaranteed. Call 437welder. 753 5668.
collect.
4546.

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE
VISA
1.(1.V(11411.NS U eli'(11111'

310

, SERV ICES OFFE RED
Fence sates at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310'
for free estimate for
your needs.
For your lime hauling
and lime spreading,
white rock,
gravel,
sand, coal hauling
call 753-4545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.

General hauling. Lime,
white rock, rip rap,
morter, Sand,
I umber,
ties and machinery.
Call 753-6626 after 6pm.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

SERVICES_OFFERE0
Wet basement? We
Make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah,
Ky.
42001 or call day or
night 1-4427O26.
Witt sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

AUCTION
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
FRI., DEC. 18, 11 A.M.
Midway 641 North
/00 North 12th Street
Norm, Kentucky
Property of John Randolph

S Acres Prime Commercial
Property Ready
For Development
- to be offered in 6 tracts and as a
whole

535' on Busy Highway 641 - 410-' Deep; (4)
100' lots;(1) 135' lot x 250-' deep;(1) 160'
on Southwood Dr. x 535'deep
The Property is within sight of Murray State
University and the Fastest Growing Section of
Murray.
Terms: 15% Day of Sole - Balance On or Before
December 30, 1931

LTA

AUCTION S num ESTATE CO., INC.

GOLD & SILVER INC.
5-,411HOLESALE JEWELERS

Olympic Plaza

&A
17‘

X

10 USED TRUCKS

Pre Christmas Sale
$1 0 Gift Certificate

OLYMPIC PLAZA

Pre Christmas Sale
,

Limited Quantities

VISA

Free
On
14 Kt. Gold Gift With Each
Kenny Rogers Jeans /0 $50.
00 Purchase or More
14 Kt. Gold Chains
And Purchase Of Men or Women's Boots Free
One Group Women's
Diamon
d Rings. 14 Kt and 10 Kt.
& Charms
For Coming In to Store. Use Now Or Later
Starting at
/
1 2 Price or Less
tto
5399"4995 and 55995
One Group Dress Boots
S3000 worth of Gold Gifts to be
given away between now and Christmas
Each gift valued CT Si 39.00. Drawing,
every day. Come in

(Men: Womens)

"tot

tr .)

Close Out $ 2995

New Shipment of Boots Every Week

14 Kt. Gold Exquisite

14 Kt. D:arnond Earrings Cut

Diamond Earrings

Stones Not

'2395

One Entire Group of Merchandise

/
13
‘-7Q,

wt.

$

14 K Gold Earrings All /
12

Price

All Diamonds
and Stone Rings

Jackets, Dress Pants, Shirts,
Sweaters, Leather Vests
Levi Jeans
mens s1 59s

1 Ct. Total Weight
Diamonds

3000 worth of Gold Gifts to be given away between now and Christmas
Each gift valued
at $139.00. Drawing every day. Coma in and regiVer.

YOUR CHOICE

$49900

1,/2 Price or Less

vsf-tr:!.

,4$-AteV"
to "

/
1 2 Ct. $349

Womens & Misses 2395
Students $1 495
Children $i 295
Come In And Browse

995 Up

Ct. $199
14 Kt. 16" Gold Chain $ 12.95
14 Kt. 18" Gold Chain $16.95
1/
4

14 K. Gold Floating Heart

<;1)1
I

28 5
All Other Chains

k

/
1 2 Price or Less
New Shipment Weekly

fr
IsA

Open 9 a.m -9 p m. Daily 1 p.m. 6 p m Sunday
753-7113

'6
41*404.tte443144.1

4g4Witel

tot

we

ere buying class rings, dental gold, old wedding rings and sets, oil scrop gold We pay cash and top
market prices We hove o large selection of pre owned iewolry 14 lit gold 0,11,11UP pocket
watches,
bar pins, brooches, fashion rings

VALttaatkiti,tilelio..,3

V4V4,0&.

Ptht. 11-B THt

LEDGER & TIMES. II ednesday. December 16.1901

BB 41

Z.11.4161.•

37. LIVESTOCK
38 PETS SUPPLIE
SUPPLIES
Sausage hogs for sale AKC Cocker pups. Red,
435- 453.4 after 5pm.
black and bluff. $85.
Goat for Sale. Corn fed Will hold for Christmas.
and neutered. Call 753- 901-6.48-5024 or 901-648
5225.
3387

1 HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
115 L. P. Miller St. (Across Frew Comaiseity Castor)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Open Hours

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 - 753-305

5th & Olive Sts.
200 Selections

Front Porch
Picture Gallery
$1 to $150.00
Prints & Originals

KENWOOD
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR

/
The ultimate
stereo.

.--7
38. 1=S SIJPPLIE
--1"-

3IE IP X 30 Mb

-JrREAL
-u

AKC, Minature
Schnauzer, 8 weeks old.
Pick now for Christmas
gift. Call 753-0726 after 5
pm anytime on weekends.
AKC Registered Boston
Terrier puppies. Call
753-3438.
AKC Registered Cocker
Spaniel puppy. Buff,
female. $75. Adult fern•
ale cocker, spayed. $20.
Adult male Bassett
Hound. $35. No papers.
Call 4924861 evenings.
AKC puppy for sale.
Siberian Huskies,
Boxers. Ready Jan.6.
Boarding and grooming
for the holidays. Re
asonable rates and 24
hour tender loving care.
AKC white Pekingese
puppies available for
Christmas. Deposit will
hold. Make re
servations, appointments and deposits
early. Hidden Valley
Kennels. 435-4506 Lynn
Grove.
Dachshund puppies for
sale, 7 weeks old, no
papers. 474-2325.
Persian Kittens. 11
weeks old, white, copper eyes, 140. 753-8291
before 5 : 00 on
weekdays.
Registered Poodle
puppy. 2 females and 1
white male. $45. each.
436-2745.
Six month old black
Great Dane, full pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal. 753-6527, 7539101.
Twelve week old AKC
Labrador Retrievers.
Only 3 left. Will hold
untill Christmas. Call
753-4498.
White miniature poodle
$50. Call 753-0223.

43.-REAL ESTATE

!11,t
MINORSREAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE
753-$080
PrOirig)01‘.

WIWI

The Foieedly Touch

811 SOUTH
BROAD
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedroms, living
room with Franklin
Stove for economy.
Central elec. heat
and air. One car
garage, porch and
patio. Only $43,500.

scirs

The 1 rtel‘d; Towel

vita

JUST REDUCED
T0;26,900
Good location close to shopping.
Remodeled PI
story brick home
with big comfortable rooms - 2
large bedrooms
down, 2 bedrooms
up. Located in
Hazel on a 75 x 140
lot, nice variety of
fruit trees and
garden area. Very
affordable take action today! Owner
will finance at 10
percent.

_
11

FIVE
MINUTES FROM
CITY!!
Reduced to a fantastic price of
$39,900. this 3 B.R.,
2 bath, B.V. home,
entry hall, great
room with
fireplace, central
Ireat and air, carport. A lot of quality, ideal room arrangement for
family living. Don't
let a buy like this
escape you.
ALMO

HEIGHTS
2 Bedroom home,
hardwood floors,
new carpeting,
remodeled kitchen
with appliances,
large utility room.
Big lot with trees
and a nice garden
spot. Economical
as heat.$23,900.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance /4
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

" 41. PUBLIC SALE
Garage Sale. Christmas
shop with us. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
New and collectible
items. *Ornaments,
depression glass,
crystal, china, McCoy, Shawnee, Hull,
antique couch, bells,
chain saw, pictures arid
much more. On 641 South
just across State line at
Hazel.498-8716.
Inside Garage Salt!
Dec. 18. 105 S. 14th.
Crocke-t and
miscellaneous.
43. REAL ESTATE
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE: Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot, 150 x 106. This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and fenced back
yard. Ideal investment
property convenient to'
stores, could be zoned"
commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

.Sunset Boulevard
Music
Dixieland Cuter (Rear Anti)
Meshed St 1531113

.RECORDS - TAPFS - STEREOS
•C •

• •
•

•
•

Gold & Silver
Inc.
Wholesale Jewelers
Olympic Plaza

••

••

••

Gold Gift
Free 14 Kt.
With Each _

Does your family need
economical housing? Within
walking distance of school?
With two bedrooms and two
baths? low maintenance
and excellent quality? At 6
price ofless than $16,000?
Then call 753-1492 now,
after hours 753-0187,

$50.00 Purchase or more

MEM mes,IKALTIRS®
I200 Sycamore
Murray,Kentucky 42071

(502)753-1492

14K 16" Gold Chain
14K 18" Gold Chain
Floating Hearts
Diamond Earrings
Cut Stones Not Chips
14K

$23.95

NEW LISTING
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh
on the market.
Home has been
redecorated
throughout, insulated to TVA
standards, and
chain link fence added around
backyard-. Excellent location and
excellent price - upper 50's. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for full
details.
NEW AND
NICE

Another home we
have just listed is
this 2-story English
Tudor in Canterbury Estates. Four
large bedrooms,
formal dining
room, living room
and den. Select
your own color and
style carpeting and
kitchen appliances
in this beautiful
residence nearing
completion. Before
you select your
dream home, you'd
better look over this
excellent opportunity. Over 3,000
square feet under
rocif. Phone any
Home Team
Member at Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.

10% T040% Off

No High Rent To Pay
Lets Us Sell
For Less
Check Our Prices On

On All Gift Ideas
r
.m4
HEAR_,
114
LitUtsyN

MANTEL
IDEAS

so•NV

MATCH
4H0_ ,LDERS
114

V
WOOD
V4
10
,
•‘
14
'"..RACKS
V

Expert Service & Installation

WORLD Of
SOUND
222 S. 12th
753-5865

IlLABLE

HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN

or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How • about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

LORMA WS,MALTMS®

1200 Sycamore
WHAT A
M.urray, Kentucky 42021
(502)753.1492
BUY
911 Story Ave. 2
B.V. Duplexes, appliances included in
Strout.
each unit. Both in
Realty
excellent condition,
livings, room, 2
bedrooms, 1
Office Coast to Coast
bath,kitchen and
Boyers from Everywhere
Relloble Service Since 1900
laundry area each
1912 Coldwster Rood
side. Appr.1800 Sq.
Money, 8461646y 42071
Ft. total. Central
(502)753-0186
gas heat, central
Anytime*
electric air. Large
101 L. KENNON
lots near Bel Air
kolier
ticensed & Seeded
Shopping,
restaurants,
groceries, etc.,
44 LOTS FOR SALE.
'
Owner will finance
Approximately 44 acres
to qualified buyer
on (Amer -of_ Penny _road
on reasonable
and Spring Creek
terms. . . ONLY
Church road. Call 489
duplex.
$43,500 each
2425.
THIS IS IT!!
Three acres wooded
;ids newly listed <iproperty, Kirby Jen
nings Trail area. Close
home offers size,
to lake. Asking $2, 750.
quality and location
Call 753 6054
all at a reasonable
price!Brick veneer, 45 FARMS FOR SALE
4 extra large
Secluded 5 acre farm
bedrooms, with
with brick home and
huge closets, 2 full
large barn. 525, 000. Call
5 9 pm, 759 1644,
baths, den with
fireplace, big 46
HOMES FOP SALE
kitchen-dinnette,
central gas heat and Owner has left state and
urges offer of his 2
air-conditioning.
bedroom home. Sitting
Located in Bagwell
on one and a half acres
Manor near shoppNew roof, septic tank
ing. An unusually
and well Electric bill
averaged $20 month last
good home at only
winter. Call Spanm
$66,900.00.

7
,
,
.
.
4
tiiiiita
.,. .
STOVE SHOPPE

Low Overhead

*or /stow

"PrefessieeeiSereices
With The Friendly Teeth 1

Ozark Log Homes

•cht'A-Aii.0-„oos416,046444.,
Open Sunday

Pioneer
Car Siereos

n

BOYD-NORF..
REAL ESTATE
753-80N

Home...1yease!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assume* loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.

'

SALE

753-7113
• • •

e_flo Bring This Ad For
Your
IR..Ne

Christmas Gift!
Hwy

*.k.a.e41401.041111'

Asti
-Z1
4N

We Also Have
Some Real Good
End of the Year
Prices on Stoves!

N

41

PUBLIC SALE

41 PUBLIC SALE

41

PUBLIC SALE

Take This

KRC.511 CASSETTE/RECEIVER

Treat yourself to excellence. There is no better
way than with KENWOOD! With its high technology performance, the result of exceptional
engineering, Kenwood car stereo lets you enjoy
music the way you like it. It's in a class by itself.
May we demonstrate?

774rArESTATE

1155
121-froy-7534

co 753-1222
COMMERCIAL
BUILDING FOR
RENT
Commercial
building at corner
of 4th & Sycamore
Streets for rent.
Ideal for office use
or any retail
business. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for all the
details.
55 ACRES
. FOR SALE

Realty Associates, 753
7724.
3 bedroom brick house
Carpet throughout,
2
bathes,
large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room Call 489 2145
or 753 2493
Three bedroom brick
home, carpet
throughout, 2 baths,
large living room and
den, 2 car garage with

large storage room.
Ca1I 489 2145 or 753 8394.
Three bedroom house
on 2 and one half acres
North on 1824 Hwy
753 1868
Unique log home, 3
etiedro0m, central gas
heat with full basement.
Assumable loan. Call
Purdom & Thurman
Realty, 753.4456.
Home for sale or rent 3

Lovely acreage bedroom double wide
tract_at the edge of', .nanttile_. tame_
Murray, with -35 manent-foundation.
in Baywood
acres within Mur- Located
Vista near Kentucky
ray city limits. Lake in Calloway Co'
Crop land, timber, Home is on a large lot
Has 2 full baths, living
and rolling pasture
A unique parcel of room, dining room,
kitchen with built in
land with a variety (Ayr tric stove, central
of potential uses
electric heat. Also wood
Phone Koppered 6044%4•44 - 41.4eVe.....fte44Realty 753-1222 • for 5160 per month and sale
prire reasonable Call
more information.
151 1721

Friday, December 18, 10:00 A.M.
Rain or Shine
LOCATION: 5 ½ miles southeast of Murray just north of Hwy 121 on
Cherry Corner & Pottortown Road.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS FACTORY:
HOUSE & LOT: BUILDING LOTS: COTTAGE: SHOP EQUIPMENT:
PORTABLE BUILDINGS AND BUILDING MATERIAL
BUILDING: This al; aluminum building with truss roof
consists of a center section 40x100 with reinforced concrete floor a 'MO
section that has a lounge area, 2 offices, 2 bathrooms and a third section that is
20x50 raw material storage area The building has a 3 phase electric service
ample fluorescent lighting, 11 x15 entrance door in front and a 114x12 in rear
There is a.10 h.p air compressor with lines and hoses that remain with this
building This structure was built in 1979 and is in "Like-New . condition Water
is supplied by a community well, all of this is situated on a 230)(550 lot It
could continue to be used as a portable building factory or could be converted
•
to many other uses
TRACT NO. 2 • HOUSE AND LOT: This lot fronts 180' on Cherry Corner and Pot
tertown Road and is 400' deep This aluminum sided home has 2 bedrooms
hying room, family room. kitchen and 1 bath. electric heat, and water is fur
nished by a community well: This house has been well cared for and is ready to
be moved into Also on this Tract there is a 3565 aluminum building with truss
roof, reinforced concrete floor, 3 phase electric heat, bathroom and fluorescent
lighting This building also has 2 large drive-through doors. 1 m front and 1 in
the rear
TRACT NO. 3 135' a 200 LOT (Community Well): This. beautifully landscaped
lot is well drained and has mature shade trees Improvements consist of a com
munity'well that supplies water to all surrounding properties There is presently
a 24x32 cottage with a 12x24 attached office or game room The Cottage has
electric heat and community water, aluminum siding, insulated windows 2
bedrooms, living room, kitchen and carport This cottage will be sold to be
moved from lot and then offered as a combination with lot The cottage will be
sold fully furnished, living room suite, end tables, lamps stereo dinette set
electric range, small electric appliances, refrigerator, dishwasher and 1 bedroom
suites.
TRACT NO. 4: Trigs well drained lot lays level and is ready for building, with elec
tricity and water available. This property has 175' frontage on Cherry Corner and
Pottertown Road and is 285' deep
TRACT NO. 5:This lot is amost identical to Tract No 4 but only has 170 Iron
tage.
TRACT NO. 6 - 125' a 135': This well landscaped lot has an abundance of fruit
'
,en, mature shade trees and there is a 10x16 green house
TIACT N. I: This tract keys level to gently rolling with beautiful mature
shade trees and a sown lawn. Definitely on ideal building site.
AN-ot them hub will be sold separate theitalforml is wises combinabons.
There will be a representative on the groundsta-show properly December 7th,
8th, and 9th or will show Real Estate by appointment any day prior to sale date.
SHOP EQUIPMENT:
Wrenches & hand tools; Model 12-13-12 Tapco Port-o-Brake, Up to 124 feet
material; Harris Acetelyne Torch & Welder-dual stage with cart, 10' Rockwelldelta table saw, 2 1iorse with Dayton single phase-engine, Lock Former-122
gauge), Target-combination concrete and steel saw with 3 horse motor, 10"
Rockwell delta radial saw, 50 foot deluxe work bench, I N foot steel table, Duo'
fast air nailer; Sears Craftsman 4 horse power grinder, Forney (Model) CS
welder, Several hundred feed of air hose. 4" first drill press (table model),Buffalo-5 speed heavy duty ½ drill press, table model, 2-Electric screw drills (Rever
se &Stop); 2 model K57648-air stapler with up to 14 inch staples. I Duo-fast air
nailer CN350 up to 16 penny nails, 2-CN137 duo-fast air nailer, Craftsman side winder grinder. Toro 10" electric chain saw. Rockwell model 641 router,
Black & Decker-No 7600 power router, -Black & Decker-router power cutter,
Black & Decker-74'4 commercial skill saw, 4 portable drills, 4' metal shear
PRINTING EQUIPMENT:
B Dick 320 off-set duplicator with a master conversion unit model 166. Viking
9 slash folding machme, lighted make-up table. 3 cases-8½"x1 1- copier paper,
12 cases 84"x11" printing paper. All types of chemicals for printing operation,
106 A.B Dick plate exposure unit; 3 Master address machines, Brand new
Michael Gather Ease Electro Desk Top Calculator Simple Simon Camera
This is a complete setup for a small print shop. It will all sell as one unit.
BUILDING MATERIALS:
4 rolls 4" coil .025 aluminum, 025 4" x 8' pre-cut aluminum, 025 4' x10 precut aluminum, 24 cases 16" penny coated nails, 3 cases duo-fast 10 penny
coated nails.4 cases duo-fast 6 penny coated nails.19 cases duo-fast ilstaples. 9
cases 147 inch-galvanized duo-fast staples. 5 cases 5/8 inch galvanized duo-fast
staples, 1 case 3,4 inch galvanized duo-fast staples, 11 4' x 6' aluminum.and
strel doors hinged and ready to mount, 2-4 x 6 x 20, 146-2 x 4 x .16. 3-1 x 6
x
x 4 x 8, 18-20 x 24 aluminum windows, 32-2' 0- x 3' 0- aluminum
windows, 238-2x4 studs: 29-particle board. 66-2x4x12, 69-sheets 5;8 •
plywood; 13-2x4x20, 8-4x4x12, 4-4x4x18, 4-4x4x8 TRACT NO. 1 • FACTORY

rt-6-1

PORTABLE BUILDINGS:

8-8' x 12, 7'8x 16' and 3-10x 20' Deluxe Storage Buildings. Four custom-made
dog houses,, 1-3 port dog box,all aluminum and steel
TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT:
Murry-42- cut, 11 hp lawn tractor. Gillison-8 horse power tillerTiohn Deere-trim
mower 18' cut. 1946 Model 20 Ferguson Tractor. 6 foot grader blade. Like new
Sears 42- cut 11 hp electric start, lawn tractor
MISCELLANEOUS: 2 wood racks for firewood. 4 foot show case. 5 sets of axles 3
with brakes 2 no brakes(with wheels and tires)
CO
A BPIDEiRck 675 copier & stand
ALUMINUM:
132-8' corners, 102-6' corners. 11-10' corners. 2 white-12 corners. 92-4 x16'
natural aluminum. 6-4)(10' natural aluminum. 79-2)(16' natural aluminum. 61
2)(12' natural aluminum, 104-4x9' natural aluminum, 95-4412 natural
aluminum, 42-4•x7' natural aluminum, 75-4'x8' natural aluminum. 45-2 *8'
natural aluminum. 65-4.x30* natural aluminum, 4'x8' sheet red aluminum.
2'x10' aluminum. 2-12' gables. 2'x14' aluminum. 2..16' foot aluminum REASON FOR SEU.ING:
This is not a distress auction. This business is a money-maker now as it has been
all these years. Mr. and Mrs. Pinkerton, after having operated this factory since
19-4 and having been involved quite extensively in-their church work, have
decided to fulfill their dreams of full time Evangelistic service to people all over
OW country.
TERMS:
Real Estate • 20% down day of sale with balance on delivery of deed within 30
days.
Personal Property - Cash
OWNERS: Mr. & Mn.11.D. Pinkerton

.0r.Sheltpn

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO
247-1385
247-2882
Ell

Mayfield. Ky.
81 I Paris Road
Sheleon Realtor & Auctioneer. Eddie Calvet. Auctioneer

11 rdnraday Drermber 16.1961
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AN UNWELCOME
VISTOR
This is the finest house I've
ever been in," said Santa as he
settled down in Oonik's igloo.
"Someday I'd like you to make
some igloos for me out of toy
blocks of make-believe ice Do
you think children might like
them for Christmas?"
"Yes," laughed Oonik, "but
not Eskimo children, please!"
Santa laughed, too. "Wait
until you see what Mrs. Claus
has made for you!" He
unpacked the bag on the sled.
First he gave Keotuk, the dog,
a big hunk of raw seal meat.
Then he unwrapped a
gingerbread man.
"Is it to eat?" asked Oonik
puzzled.
"Certainly," said Santa. "It
is delicious.' And he ate one
himself and smacked his lips
with pleasure.

by Lucrece Beale

was blocked by a big black
nose.
His eyes popping. Oonik
retreated into the igloo. "It's —
it's a huge polar bear!" he
gasped.
Keotu,k broke loose from
Santa's hold and threw himself
at the tunnel. Just in time
Oonik propped the sled back in
place and the dog clawed
uselessly at it.
"What'll we do?" said Oonik.
"We'll never get out!"
Santa took up Oonik's seal
spear and said, "I'll get him."
Then, while Oonik tied Keotuk
to the sled, Santa slid into the
tunnel on his tomach.
But Santa was so fat and the
tunnel was so narrow he could
only just fit into it. It was
impossible for him to move
forward. He slid back into the
igloo.
"We'll have to make the
tunnel larger," he said.
"But then the bear can get in
before we can get out," said

off a large hunk of raw seal
blubber and put it In Oonik's
hands. Eagerly Oonik gobbled
it up.
Then he smiled happily.
"That was good!" he said.
Santa laughed and laughed.
"Now I know what to put in
your stocking for Christmas,"
he said.
When they had finished
eating they lay down together
with Keotuk at their feet and
went to sleep.
A long time later they were
awakened by a snorting at the
other end of the tunnel which
led into the igloo. Keotuk
sprang to his feet and darted to
the tunnel. The sled barred the
entrance. The hair on the dog's
neck bristled and he began to
bark furiously.
"You hold Keotuk," said
Oonik. "I'll see what it is."
He pushed aside the sled and
crawled into the tunnel. When
he got near the far end he
looked up and saw the entrance

SYNOPSIS: On their way
at last to see the Ice King and
talk him into ending the
continuous winter, Santa,
Oonik and Keotuk the
Eskimo dog are preparing to
eat and sleep in the igloo
Oonik made from blocks of
ice.

Oonik. "Let me try going
through the tunnel. I am small
and I can use the spear without
leaving the tunnel."
Before Santa could protest,
Oonik slid into the tunnel,
pushing the spear alongi)eli:
front of him. By now the
had punched a larger hole into
the ice so that not only his nose
but his whole face was poked
into the entrace.
When he saw Oonik he
sniffed curiously and tried to
come closer. Oonik drew back
his arm and, using all his
strength, gave a mighty lunge
with the spear straight at the
bear's face.
The great bear jerked his
head with astonishment, his
jaws opened and closed on the
spear, and, with one powerful
tug, yanked it and Oonik out of
the tunnel.
Next:Bear Fight

With-

a

powerful tug, the bear yanked Oonik out of the

tunnel.
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Italian Spaghetti
Special
$1 09
Only
With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra
t 69' Special For Kids I
Free Refills On Drini,c
Inide Dining Only

Doers:
M-S 10-5
Sun. 1-5

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
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The center also
predicts that the state's

not break down the
figures for cities.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

visit in your
new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's whal
my visit is all oboist — and it's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
Katherina Outland 753-3079
Hostesses
Eageborg Gag (Asst.)492-8348
Mary Needham (Asst)753-5570

Annual Christmas Sale
Save Up To SO%
474-2266

I

ferson County.
fastest-growing counties
While Fayette County percentagewise wlU be
is expected to grow at Oldham, Bullitt, Chrismore than twice the rate tian and Jessamine,
of Jefferson County over which are expected to
the next 40 years, Jeffer- double in population by
son is still expected to 2020.
have more than twice
Bud Wurdock,assistant
Fayette's population by
of the population
director
2020, the center's figures
the projections
said
unit,
indicate.
considered births,
The center's population deaths, population moveresearch unit, Ken- ment and age of the
tucky's official census population, because as a
taker, has not made the rule, counties with older
figures public, but a copy populations are expected
was obtained by The to grow less.
Courier-Journal in
The estimates are for
Louisville.
counties; the center did
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Running Out Of
Ideas For Christmas?
Try The

Jtet.
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Santa helped himself to
cookies and cake while Oonik
gazed longingly at the seal
meat Keotuk was devouring.
Then, Santa understood. He
got out Keotuk's meat and cut

Free
Gift
Wrapping

.I.,
AV.?,
.job
4
A.7f..

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Forecasters studying 1980 census figures
predict Kentucky's
population will top 4.35
million by the end of the
century and 5 million by
2020.
The projections by the
University of Louisville
Urban Studies Center call
for the greatest growth in
Jefferson and Fayette
Counties, with Jefferson's population growing
by about 170,000 and
Fayette's by about
105,000 by 2020.
The center predicts a
reversal by 1985 of a
population decline that
heoan in the 1970s in Jef-

•i -

Cautiously Oonik bit into the
gingerbread man. It tasted like
hay to him. He chewed and
chewed and at last with much
difficulty he swallowed it.
"It is very good," he said
politely.
"Have a cupcake," said
Santa.
Oonik dutifully ate a
cupcake but when Santa
offered him another he smiled
forlornly and said, "No, thank
you."

A

Forecasters Predict
Population Increase

1979 Choy. Monza
Silver,oyster interior, 4 speed, air condition, tilt wheel, rally wheels, power steering. Miles 48xxx

$4275.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617
CENTRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISKIM

641 S.
Murray

Save up toS20on Mattel toys
with Pepsi-Cola/Mattel rebates.
Pepsi-Cola and Mattel have made it easy to decide what
to get the kids this Christmas.They're giving rebates
of up to $20 on this season's selected Mattel toys,
with proofs-of-purchase.Toys kids dream about,
like Hot Wheels' City,' Golden Dr'am'"
Barbie"- Doll and the exciting Children's Discovery System' Computer.
See the Pepsi-Cola/Mattel display at
participating stores.

det PePsi

Mattel Littlest"
Unfurnished Home

Hot Wheels'City"'

1
PEP8141111
[

Yiu Con t Eot This Gcod At Home For This Pnc,,

im
ADArn

First Wheels"'

SOUTHSIDE,12St.
7:00 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
1100 a.m.-7:00 p.m.Sun.
Mon.-Sat.
6 a.m.-10 p.m.

Tippie Toes" Doll

Horthside, Chestnut St.;

Dungeons
& Dragons'"
Computer i obyrInth Game

034It

Computer Chess

TOTAL
VALUE
PRICES!
_Check Our Big
4Page Ad
'ffi Tod-MetNewspaper!
Prices Good Thru
Wed. Dec. 23

The Children's
Discovery System"
Golden Dream" Barbie

AM, 1.40..N TAW IS W API
PI Psi loll 1 14
P1,4.0 kit 1145.11AM
Hi .414,1114 1. MAO.SAMWS,01 41

10 OZ.6 PK.
CARTON

Offer void where prohibited by law.
Purchase must be made between
November 15 and December 31,1981

Happy Holidays From Pepsi!

COKE
BR YERS Y2
GAL,

50"

ICE
CREAM...$
OSAGE 2/
7 2 CAN

N

Matftra Mattel E'ectrolAcs, Chfldreo DISC Man,/ System
Go Tope
Dungeons S Dragons, ElfIns Hot Wheels City. Sin n
Toes. F.rsi Wheels, Golden Dream and Barthe are trademarks
of Mattel Inc

Dolt.

SIZE

You Only
Pay For The ,
Pepsi,
Not The Bottle

PEACHES ......69c

BEST

50'

COPY 'AVAILABLE

Save On Pepsi Returnables

50"

Good On Any Returnable Package Distributed By Your Local Pepsi Lothar.

MR. RETAILER. To receive prompt payment, please give to your Pepsi Cele
route salesman. Customer must pay deposit and/or sales tax. You mast have
bought sufficient stock to toyer coupons. Coupon Esping December 31,
1981. Offer Limited To One Coupon Per Parson, Family or Group.

50'
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